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PRELUDE

Ulassai is a small village in the deep backcountry of Sardinia. During September 1981 the local, and already
well-known, artist Maria Lai organized and coordinated a collective piece of artistic work, called Legarsi alla
Montagna - ‘Getting tied to the mountain’, inspired by a local folk tale told among the village elders. The
inspiring story is about a little girl was sent to the mountain to bring bread to the shepherds. The girl, who
was staying in a cave with the shepherds to shelter from a storm, suddenly saw a baby-blue ribbon flying. She
ran out to follow it, saving herself from the cave in, whilst the shepherds and their herds were trapped below
the rocks.
Initially, the artist was contacted by the Mayor of Ulassai to conceive a war memorial monument. However,
to this request, the eclectic and creative woman replied that she would do the work for the living, and not for
the dead. The Mayor accepted the challenge and the work was started, but not without some difficulties.
At that time Ulassai was a poor and fragile village, without hope and opportunities to have a prosperous
future. Young people often left the village in order to find a good job somewhere else; on the Continent, as the
Sardinians usually call the Italian peninsula, or further afield.
Additionally, in the beginning all the villagers were against Maria Lai, since they did not understand why
this woman, who was considered a “foreigner” for her long-term absence from the village, was promoting this
initiative for them. For the villagers, suspicion and ignorance were two good reasons to not to trust her
intentions.
However, finally Maria Lai was able to deal with such dynamics and was able to involve the entire village in a
collective artistic work, whilst managing conflictual issues among families who did not want to collaborate
with each other.
Maria Lai decided that baby-blue ribbon would have tied the houses of the town one to the other and then to
the mountain, revealing the weaves of the social and human relationships. The planning process of the artistic
work was stopped by the uncooperative attitude of few neighbours who did not speak each other at all. Then,
together with the towns people, a creative solution was found to manage this problem, putting the neighbours’
conflicts on the artistic work itself. Where no relationship among families existed, the ribbon would pass
straight through their windows, a knot between two houses would show a friendship, while holiday bread1
hung with a flock would mean that an emotional tie exists there.
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A soft leaved bread, different from the traditional one, called “carasau”

On the 8 September 1981, women, men and children occupied the streets. The ribbon was passed from hand to
hand, then was thrown from one house to another, tied and decked out, until all the houses were tied together
and, from there, to the mountain.
Today, in part due to the creative contribution of Maria Lai, Ulassai is one of the most charming and artistic
place to visit in the hinterland of Sardinia. When I visited the village for the first time, I was surprised by the
in/visible socio-economic and cultural effects on the population caused by the presence of this artist. I believe
that what Maria Lai did for her little village could be considered a product of the Moral Imagination conceived
by John Paul Lederach that I will discuss later in this thesis.

INTRODUCTION

“It took some time, but I found my voice.
At some point, even though it is totally uncertain,
you have to take the risk of following your intuition,
your own voice.”
Akmal Mizshakarol, cited by John Paul Lederach

Overview
This thesis examines the potential role of applied theatre combined with mediation training. After
outlining the main concepts of both fields, two case studies with different features are described
and examined. The case studies concern post war communities involved in peacebuilding process.
The tools of analysis of the case studies are built within an interdisciplinary background, which
covers different contributions in peacebuilding, mediation and applied theatre. The analysis of the
case studies is addressed to propose, not a perfect methodology, but a hypothesis of conceiving,
planning and implementing mid and long-term project of applied theatre with mediation sessions
in peacebuilding process.

Historically the art of theatre has been strictly related with Peace and War issues, since the ancient
Greek tragedies to the recent development of political theatre during Twentieth century and later.
As conflict is a natural part of life, it is also a critical essential ingredient of drama. The theatre has
long served as a place for a society to bring together, witness their own conflicts, and reflect upon
possible solutions. This has served diverse purposes for different communities from entertainment
to pray to celebration to group healing.

Research question and hypothesis
The main research question of this thesis is the following:
What are the lessons learnt by the comparison of two different experiences like those of Peace Dialogue
(in Armenia) and Search for Common Ground (in Rwanda) in conceiving and implementing applied
theatre projects with conflict transformation sessions within peacebuilding process in war torn
communities?
Objectives of the present thesis are to underline recurrent features and potential differences in those
experiences and to define how projects of applied theatre with conflict transformation sessions in
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post war communities could be conceived and implemented, according with the relevant and
various factors involved in the peacebuilding process.

In the following pages I call indiscriminately the subject of my research Forum Theatre, Participatory Theatre,
Interactive Theatre or more generally Applied Theatre. That’s why, when I refer to these different label, I’m
speaking about the same model.

Thesis Roadmap
Chapter 1 introduces the Theoretical Framework, which is focused on Peacebuilding and Applied
Theatre, and on the possible combination of these two theoretical worlds in a art-based approach of
Peacebuilding.
Firstly (1.1), the broad concept of Peacebuilding is discussed by presenting various contributions,
from Johan Galtung’s perspective to the most definition by the UN. Then, I will move to a specific
identification of the range of Peacebuilding action, underlining the work of mediators and
facilitators. Specifically, Galtung ‘s Transcend theory and the nonviolent communication model of
Patfoort are presented.
Secondly, the chapter explores the definition of applied theatre and its historical roots in the
twentieth century (1.2.1). The contribution of Augusto Boal is highlighted (1.2.2), for his role as a
pioneer and initiator in organizing systematically a method through which theatre is used, outside
the mainstream of show business, as a tool of understand and contrast social and economic
oppressions.
Thirdly, I will define the complex arts’-role in the peacebuilding process, with the metaphor of
Moral Imagination of Lederach (1.3.1). The analysis of the metaphor allows me to create an ideal
bridge between Peacebuilding process and applied theatre. The recent proposal Art of Seeing by
Hannah Reich is presented as proper elaboration of structure of the theatre forum for conflict
transformation in post-war communities (1.3.2). Finally the model of Complex Circle proposed by
Guglielmo Schininà is explored.
The final part of the chapter (1.4) presents the key concepts emerged in the previous discussion, in
order to design a common map of meanings and images between peacebuilding and applied
theatre.

In the chapter 2 I present the methodological approach that I constructed during my research,
overall based on the combination of Hannah Reich’s contribution and the empirical model of
Guglielmo Schininà.

Firstly, (2.1) I introduce the criteria followed and the sources used to create a rough database of
concrete experiences of applied theatre and conflict transformation already realized in war torn
communities. Then, (2.2) the database is presented, trying to tell the complex variety of experiences
already done or on going in the context of arts-based peacebuilding project. The reasons because
they are not included in my final investigation are explained. The last paragraph (2.3) presents the
methodological framework of analysis that I created, by combining the work of Hannah Reich and
the model of Complex Circle of Guglielmo Schininà.

The third chapter examines the two case studies: the project Let’s see…Let’s choose…Let’s change of
the Armenia NGO Peace Dialogue, and the project of participatory theatre on land conflict in
Rwanda hold by the American NGO Search for Common Ground. The two case studies selected are
presented in details (3.1, 3.2), by using the features extrapolated by the work of Hannah Reich as a
criterion of analysis. Due to the comparative analysis of these two cases being, relatively different,
the strengths and weaknesses are then highlighted (3.3).

The last chapter presents some conclusions, which are also a space of questions, dilemmas and
future perspectives for further research in that field.
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1. PEACEBUILDING, APPLIED THEATRE AND ART-BASED PEACEBUILDING
“O frati", dissi, "che per cento milia
perigli siete giunti a l'occidente,
a questa tanto picciola vigilia
d'i nostri sensi ch'è del rimanente
non vogliate negar l'esperïenza,
di retro al sol, del mondo sanza gente.
Considerate la vostra semenza:
fatti non foste a viver come bruti,
ma per seguir virtute e canoscenza”
Dante, Divina Commedia, Inferno XXVI

This chapter critically discusses various theoretical arguments that serve as a framework for
analysing applied theatre cases in peacebuilding processes. There is little substantial theoretical
research on art-based peacebuilding. Additional, in practice, art-based peacebuilding has been
rarely been explored, despite recently growing interest amongst scholars in its application in the
field.
To understand the potential benefit of applied theatre in peacebuilding process, it is necessary to
separately introduce the peacebuilding concept and the applied theatre one, with their own
theoretical and practical implications. By presenting the thought of Lederach, I will generally
discuss the role of arts in the peacebuilding process, without focusing on a particular artistic
medium. Lederach’s contribution is based on the metaphor of Moral Imagination, which clearly
support also applied theatre analysis.
This chapter is structured into three sections: the first one discusses the idea of peacebuilding (1.1),
the second one is a theoretical survey on applied theatre (1.2) and the last one focuses on arts in
peacebuilding through the above mentioned metaphor of Moral Imagination (1.3).

1.1

Peacebuilding – different meanings, levels and roles

During his lecture on 29 of August 2013 in Helsinki2, the renowned professor Johan Galtung briefly
touched on the contents of his last book (Galtung, 2012). He spoke about the central role of equity in
the process of peacebuilding, stating that equity is “one name for peace”, whilst connecting it with
the concepts of empathy and harmony. All these three concepts – equity, harmony and empathy – are
virtually on the numerator of the fraction to define peace, represented at its denominator place by
traumas and conflict.

During his talk, he made a connection with his article published almost forty years ago “Three
Approaches to Peace: Peacekeeping, Peacemaking, and Peacebuilding”(Galtung, 1974: 282-304). In
fact, already at that time, the principle of equity was recognized for playing a strong role as a key
factor in activating a durable peacebuilding process. Galtung’s paper has been considered as the
primary starting point for the discussion concerning peacebuilding. This discussion has involved
scholars, politicians and activists, and has influenced the development of peacebuilding, both from
a theoretical perspective and from a practical point of view. Perhaps the most important
contribution at that time was regarding the distinction between different approaches to deal with
violence, and its diverse natures. A structured analysis and a concrete proposal to deal with
different kinds of conflicts (interpreted as wars) and build an effective project of peace were
designed.
Evidently, Galtung’s article was affected by the influences of its time, characterized by the Cold War
and post-colonial processes. Despite these affections, and of all the changes that have occurred in
our contemporary scenario3, it is still possible to draw valid concepts from the article.
In addiction to his distinction between vertical, horizontal and in-vacuum wars, Professor Galtung
underlies the so-called associative approach to define what structures of peace would decrease the
likelihood of violence. More precisely, he states that: “structures must be found that remove causes
of wars and offer alternatives to war in situations where wars might occur”(Galtung, 1974:298). The
associative approach is presented as alternative to the dissociative one (peacekeeping), and the
conflict resolution approach (peacemaking).

2

Conference organized by Sadankomitea, Committee of 100 in Finland, in occasion of 50 th anniversary of its foundation.

The 1980s and 1990s were strongly affected by the end of the Cold War, the Perestroika and the fall of the Soviet Union; then the Twin
Towers attack in 2001 changed drastically our perception and analysis of war and also the definition of it.
3
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The second frequently quoted definition regarding the concept of Peacebuilding comes from the
United Nations. In fact, in the Agenda for Peace in 1992, the then Secretary-General Boutros Ghali
introduced the concept of “Post-Conflict Peace-Building action” within the complex framework of
Peacekeeping, Peacemaking and Preventive Diplomacy. Affirming that its role is:
“to identify and support structures which will tend to strengthen and solidify peace in
order to avoid a relapse into conflict. Preventive diplomacy seeks to resolve disputes
before violence breaks out; peacemaking and peace-keeping are required to halt
conflicts and preserve peace once it is attained. If successful, they can strengthen the
opportunity for post-conflict peace-building, which can prevent the recurrence of
violence among nations and peoples.”(Boutros Ghali, 1992)

Since this official recognition, peacebuilding became an international concept, which is used as an
inclusive phrase covering a wide range of policies. Essentially, peacebuilding has been developed,
by distinguishing it from peacemaking and peacekeeping, which act during different phases of the
conflict. The interventions mentioned above are dissimilar due to a few aspects, concerning
objectives, actors involved, tools and time of action, aims/objectives and duration. In fact,
peacekeeping’s primary aim is reducing conflict and violence by the intervention of a third party
(with Armed Forces’ help). Peacemaking is defined as the attempt to tackle a concrete problem in a
process that generally begins with a difference of interests, proceeds in the form of negotiations, and
in the end, if successful, leads to an agreement.
Within the UN context, the so-called Brahimi Report (2000 Report of the Panel on United Nations
Peace Operations) defines peacebuilding as:

“activities undertaken on the far side of conflict to reassemble the foundations of peace
and provide the tools for building on those foundations something that is more than
just the absence of war” (Brahimi, 2000).

In 2007, however, the UN formulated a more precise and inclusive definition of peacebuilding by
the UN Secretary-General's Policy Committee, which agreed on the following conceptual basis:

"[peacebuilding] involves a range of measures targeted to reduce the risk of lapsing or
relapsing into conflict by strengthening national capacities at all levels for conflict
management, and to lay the foundations for sustainable peace and development.

Peacebuilding strategies must be coherent and tailored to specific needs of the country
concerned, based on national ownership, and should comprise a carefully prioritized,
sequenced, and therefore relatively narrow set of activities aimed at achieving the
above objectives" (UN, 2007)4.

Thus, according to this definition, in order to design an all-encompassing peacebuilding process, it
is necessary to understand the specific needs of the geographic area interested. The process of
analysis of priorities and needs should be conducted – at all levels – with participatory tools,
involving all the stakeholders concerned. The participation and involvement of interested actors are
on the base of the sentence “based on national ownership”. This sentence echoes the EU strategies
concerning the Project Cycle Management on Cooperation and Development. In fact, ownership is
considered one of the EU’s quality factors from which the longer-term sustainability and success of
project depends upon:

“Ownership by beneficiaries – the extends to which target groups and beneficiaries of
the project/programme (including men and women) have participate in its design and
are involved so that it can have their support and be sustainable after the end of the EU
financing” (EU Commission, 2001:24).5

Even if the contexts are dissimilar, there is an undoubtedly connection between them, underlined
by the clear reference to “conflict management, sustainable peace and development”.

The concepts of ownership and equity, with all their declinations and labels, play a central role in
all that “range of measures” put in the field to achieve a “reduction of conflict’s risk” and to
“strength national capacities at all levels of conflict management”.

In other words, the peacebuilding process takes place over a much larger time scale and focuses on
transforming relationships and social structures. Thus, by implementing peacebuilding processes,
future conflicts are less likely to occur. Owing to the long-term nature of peacebuilding, it is a
distinct process that is clearly separate concept that those of peacemaking and peacekeeping. It
seeks to establish peace, and prevent violence from remerging, by addressing the root causes of the
conflict, thus creating a so-called positive peace. By preventing violence and trying to create
4 UN,
5

2007, Decision of the Secretary-General’s Policy Committee, May

European Commission – EuropeAid Co-operation Office, 2001, “Manual – Project Cycle Management”, Brussels, March
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positive peace, the process involves societies and communities at different levels and features,
rather than just focusing on the apparent issues that sparked the conflict.

Figure 1: The Peacebuilding Palette - Utstein Report

“Peacebuilding attempts to encourage the development of the structural conditions,
attitudes and modes of political behaviour that may permit peaceful, stable and
ultimately prosperous social and economic development. Peacebuilding activities are
designed to contribute to ending or avoiding armed conflict and may be carried out
during armed conflict, in its wake, or as an attempt to prevent an anticipated armed
conflict from starting.”(Smith, 2004:20)

As shown in the Figure 1, the range of actions that the peacebuilding process covers and influences
are four different areas or disciplines. The peacebuilding activities fall under four main headings: to
provide security, to establish both the socio-economic foundations and the political framework of
long-term peace, and to generate reconciliation, a healing of the wound of war and justice.

During its implementation, the peacebuilding process can involve a number of particular actions.
For example peacebuilders might focus on establishing new institutions, reconstructing society, and
developing new socioeconomic frameworks. The complexity and multilayer features of the
peacebuilding process are also clearly presented by the following diagram, which distinguishes
three levels of actors involved and approaches assumed in order to realize a durable positive
change in post-war societies.

Figure 2: Lederach's Peacebuilding Levels
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As Figure 2 (Lederach, 1997:39) shows, the range of the peacebuilding process includes a great
variety of activities and actors, in a dialogical and interactive structure: the arrow on the right side
of the diagram expresses the two sides change process which affects the population involved in a
peacebuilding operations.
For each level of actions, different approaches are underlined and different leaderships are
involved. At level 2 and level 3 of the triangle, the training activities are collocated, through which
the local communities are concretely involved in the processes of dealing with the issues of conflict
management and transformation. By participating in workshops and training sessions, the
communities have the opportunity to manage, and limit, their post-war traumas. Furthermore,
through improved cooperation they can reduce their prejudices and be an active part of problemsolving simulations. In Figure 2, the structure is ideally conceived with strong mutual interactions
between different levels and actors, representing an idyllic map and a final goal to achieve more
than a realistic view. The Top Leaderships and the lower level Leaderships (levels 3 and 2 of the
triangle) should collaborate and mutually influence each others in order to reach and implement the
results expected by the peacebuilding process.

Within the structure of the triangle the experts involved in leading training and workshops sessions
play a key-role. The importance of their role is not only connected with the ability to collaborate
dialogical with the high level of the process, at the Top Leadership Level, but also with the precise
skills and capabilities necessary to work in the field with local people and communities. The
expertise involved in training and workshops sessions should fit in the interdisciplinary features
required in the Ustsein diagram (Figure 1), crossing all the four functions illustrated in the diagram.
In fact, the workshops and training sessions should strength the participants’ abilities, in order to
constructively influence security, socio-economic situations, political framework and the
reconciliation process.

1.1.1

Peace workers: different perspectives in the same landscape

In his book Ethnic Conflicts, Stefan Wolff refers to the peacebuilding process using the alternative
term post-conflict reconstruction, considering it “as an integral part of the conflict settlement
process”. (Wolff, 2006:157) The post-conflict reconstruction starts once a ceasefire has been agreed,
or after the signing of a peace agreement, which often is reached with the intervention of
international mediation, that is at level 1, “Top Leadership” of Figure 2. The following task
implemented by the international community is to provide humanitarian assistance to the civilian
population, whilst trying “not to fall into the trap of making people dependent on aid in the long
term” (Wolff, 2006:176). Whilst at the same time:

“programmed and projects are launched to aid the transition from war to peace, to
democracy, and to a market economy that offers equal opportunities for everyone to
prosper. This involves building acceptable, accountable, and transparent institutions, to
generate self-sustaining economic growth, and to create a civil society with free and
independent media, civic organizations, and a general climate in which people one
again begin to trust each other, and are reconciled with their troubled past and willing
to live together peacefully” (Wolff, 2006:157).

In order to achieve a general climate of trust and reconciliation among people, it is necessary to
activate a nonviolent, just, and democratic political process in which incentives for peaceful political
strategies outweigh any potential benefits to be gained from a return to violence. Such positive
process requires “a comprehensive and multi-dimensional approach to post-conflict reconstruction
(and) by taking a holistic and long-term view of transforming conflicts” (Wolff, 2006:163).
According with Wolff, in order to stimulate and improve this positive process, the role of the
external actors and well-resourced international organization assumes a significant challenge and
importance.

Around the role of external actors and their potential efforts into the peacebuilding framework, I
refer to the contribution of two eminent scholars: Johan Galtung and Pat Patfoort.

Johan Galtung clearly explains the tools used by the so-called conflict worker to understand and
transform a conflict between two or more parties. The conflict resolution theory of Galtung can be
applied at different levels, from personal domestic conflicts to conflicts between communities or
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nations. In his book Transcend & Transform Galtung underlines the limitless variety of the uses to
which conflict resolution theory can be applied. By referring to the idea that the roots of a conflict
come from a contradiction, the Norwegian scholar argues that when this contradiction concerns
basic needs – survival, wellbeing, freedom and identity: basic needs have to be respected, they are
non-negotiable. When they are insulted or withdrawn, violence occurs. The guarantee of basic
needs is the axiom, from which the negotiation between the parties must be developed.

The first task of a conflict worker is to facilitate the dialogue between the parties in conflict, in order
to allow them, first, to awareness, and then to a mutual listening and understanding. The conflict
worker has to be a good listener and a good questioner.
For Galtung there are three crucial elements in conflict transformation: empathy, creativity and
nonviolence:

“Emotions are the driving forces; intellectuality is the instrument. This apparent
contradiction is transcended in conflict work through a passionate rooting in values
such as empathy to know the parties thoroughly, creativity in order to be of any real
help, and non-violence that promotes, never insults – the basic needs. Conflict work has
to be rooted in those values that in turn are put on the table. The non-passionate conflict
worker will not do a good job. The motivation is too weak. Mediation is not a job for
lukewarm people”(Galtung, 2004:160).

Galtung defines creativity as a jump, “located in the borderland between the intellectual and the
emotional” (Galtung, 2004:160). In order to realize this jump, there are also three springboards: the
memory based on personal and others’ experiences, the combination of known elements in a new
way, and the identification of shared axioms of faith.

Pat Patfoort (2002:1) contributes in defining the features of nonviolent communication. In the
context of peacebuilding the communication aspects assume a relevant and significant role: a
nonviolent dialogue model has to be adopted. According to Pat Patfoort, on the basis of conflicts
there are differences. Managing such differences through the so-called Major-minor model (M-m
model) is on the basis of violence, injustice and war:

“Each tries to present its own characteristic or behavior as better than the one of the
other. Each tries to be right, to dominate, to win. Each tries to put oneself in the Mposition, and the other person or group in the m-position” (Patfoort, 2002:1).

The violence generated by such dynamics, is manifested in three different mechanisms: the
escalation of violence, the internalization of violence and the chain of violence (Figure 3).
In the first instance, the violence escalations between two persons or groups: the person/group in
minor tries to put him/herself into the Major position, in disadvantage of the other. The result of
this attempt is a continuous escalation: the positions are interchangeable and the means of
communication are increasingly visible and violent.
The second mechanism of violence creates a chain: a third person is involved and put in minor
position by the one who suffers the oppression of the other who is in Major position. Consequently,
other persons are contaminated by the model M-m, which propagates into a long chain of mutual
violence.
The internalization of violence is the third mechanism. It happens when the minor and Major
positions are frozen and blocked in a dualistic close relationship of oppression. Usually, the end of
this mechanism is the total annihilation of the person who is in minor.
Generally, the realm of violence is built on the combination of these three mechanisms, which can
simultaneously run in the life of one person.
“The M-m model is at the basis of violence. It is the root of violence” (Patfoort, 2002:1).
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Figure 3: M-m Model, Patfoort

Pat Patfoort replaces the M-m model, with the model of Equivalency, in order to transform the
violent model of communication with a nonviolent one.
Both of the models are based on the assumption that when there are differences, contradiction can
occur in communication and, in general, in relationships. But the principles and tools used in the
Equivalency model are completely different than the ones enrolled in the M-m model.
In fact, the Equivalency model is on the basis of nonviolence. It represents the roots of nonviolence.

Figure 4: M-m Model vs E-E Model, Patfoort

Within a communication based on Major-minor system, the tools of the conflict are the
“arguments”: sentences affected by judgment, which are used to maintain the Major position and to
put the other in the minor position. The final aim of arguments is to impose own idea, decision or
opinion, without considering the other ones.

“We try to win and have the other one loose. We try to prove, to convince, we are right
and the other one is wrong. We think and say we are the good guys, God is with us,
and the other one is the bad one, the evil” (Patfoort, 2003:1).
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Instead, in the Equivalency system completely different tools are used to manage the conflicts: they
are the “foundations”. They are the deep reasons that support the positions hold by the parties in
conflict. The foundations are the answers to the simple and key question

“why?” someone

has/people have a certain point of view.

“Foundations can be needs, feelings, values, habits, objectives, or interests of this
person or group. Very important for foundations is the way they are formulated : they
must be I-messages, and must be formulated following rigorous rules” (Patfoort,
2003:1).

When a communication process is built on the Equivalency model, it is possible to respect different
sides, different points of view. From this respect, the process of communication leads to a
nonviolent solution which really and deeply satisfies everyone.

Figure 5: E-E model, Patfoort

Pat Patfoort argues that sufferance is really often caused by ignorance, and not by intentional
maliciousness. Thus, in order to contrast the M-m model and to spread the Equivalency model, it is
necessary to involve people in a process of awareness’ acquisition. The activation of this process
runs differently for person to person, according with his/her background, knowledge, experience
and intelligence. My suggestion is that through the broad means of applied theatre is possible to
involve a wide number of persons in such positive and nonviolent process.

1.2
1.2.1

Applied Theatre
A huge umbrella of experiences

During the last two decades, an increased interest in the studies on the use and utility of theatre
practices in unconventional settings and situations. Universities and Research Centres around the
world - mostly in England, United States and Australia – since 1990s started to investigate the
capabilities of unconventional uses of theatre to help communities to develop reflection in what
they are, and to support action and transformation in what they aspire to become6.

In fact, the alternative use of drama has grown quickly, in many different directions: in the field of
therapy, as tool of political participation, in business management, to empower communication
skills, in school as a means of education, in prisons, in the communities to prevent and manage
social diseases. These alternative uses of drama differ in presenting essential factors as context, core
issues faced, specific aims and strategies, participants and stakeholders’ features, role of
practitioners/trainers, structure and implementation of theatrical action developed. Depending on
these factors diverse experiences are identified, for example Theatre in Education, Popular Theatre,
Theatre of Oppressed, Theatre for Health Education, Theatre for Development, Prison Theatre,
Community-based Theatre, Museum Theatre, Playback Theatre, Drama Therapy and so on.
These different experiences share the principle of change:

“the art form becomes a transformative agent that places the audience or participants in
direct and immediate situations where they can witness, confront, and deconstruct
aspects of their own and others’ actions” (Taylor, 2003).

The different performance practices not included in mainstream theatre performance, and that takes
place “in non-traditional settings and/or with marginalized communities” (Thompson and Jackson,
2006:92) are covered by the “useful umbrella term” (Taylor, 2006:93) of applied theatre7. The variety
of the bodies, groups, activities and experiences included by this definition is so much broad that
“many of those who would fall under the umbrella title of applied theatre may not be familiar with

This growing interest is clearly proved by the numerous academic journals and papers recently published regarding the various uses of
theatre in different contexts and environments. In Italy, the academic discussion about this topic is quite absent, even if there is an active
interest of the unconventional use of theatre within civic society.
6

I deliberately decided to use the term “applied theatre” and not “social theatre” or “applied drama”, without some specific ideological
reasons; the names are almost interchangeable synonymous.
7
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or even aware of those with whom they huddle”(Ackroyd, 2000).

8

Ackroyd continues by

suggesting that the various groups involved in applied theatre projects, despite their plural
positions and differences, share a common intentionality in their practices:

“They share a belief in the power of the theatre form to address something beyond the
form itself. So one group use theatre in order to promote positive social processes
within a particular community, whilst others employ it in order to promote an
understanding of human resource issues among corporate employees (...). The
intentions of course vary. They could be to inform, to cleanse, to unify, to instruct, to
raise awareness”(Ackroyd, 2000).

According to Taylor it is possible to identify five different purposes for applied theatre programs:
“raising awareness, posing alternatives, healing psychological wounds and barriers, challenging
contemporary discourses, voicing the views of the silent and marginal” (Taylor, 2003:xxi). The
paraphrase that Taylor uses to define the applied theatre’s role is “transformative agent”: it means
that these “theatrical forms can empower people and societies to investigate the problematic nature
of the world in which they live and the possible worlds they might inhabit” (Taylor, 2003:xxvii).

The definition proposed by Taylor is complete, since it covers the main focuses regarding the
concepts of applied theatre: it is centred on the problem-solving process and on the empowerment
of individuals and communities.

“It is an applied theatre because the art form becomes a transformative agent that
places the audiences or participants in direct and immediate situations where they can
witness, confront, and deconstruct aspects of their own and others’ actions. Applied
theatre is committed to the power of the aesthetic form for raising awareness about we
are situated in this world and what we as individuals and as communities might do to
make the world a better place” (Taylor, 2003:xx).

However, there are other scholars who are sceptical about the use of the term applied and its
implications9. For example, Franc Chamberlain ironically defines applied theatre as “a good

Annette Kramer, Franc Chamberlain, Helene Nicholson, Greg Giesekam, John Somers, Jerri Daboo in “Applied Theatre/Drama: An edebate in 2004: Viewpoints” RIDE: Research in Drama and Education, 11(1), February 2006, pp. 90-95
9

marketing term to link this kind of work into social and health services rather than TfD or TO
(…)”(Chamberlain, 2004:90). Furthermore he declares his discomfort with the label

“because of the applied/pure split it implies”, adding the issue that “theatre processes
can be applied for any number of disagreeable ends (in a sense the Nuremberg rallies
are more of an example of Applied Theatre than Brecht’s work)”(Chamberlain, 2004:90).

1.2.2

Historical Background

As already stated, applied theatre is outside the mainstream of commercial performances and show
business. However, there is a shared belief that its development comes also from the so-called sociocultural and artistic revolutions that took place during the Twentieth century, which increased the
importance of political engagement in arts, both for the topics concerned and for the way of artistic
creation.

Between the 1950s and 1970s a new type of theatre movement arose, bringing different shapes of
expression and artistic outcomes. Despite the differences, these experiences shared the general idea
to “give back to the theatre its fundamental role and heritage of political intervention, peaceful
redefinition of the rules of society, cultural discussion, and social therapy”(Schininà, 2004a:19). The
protagonists of this new transition were spread around the world. For example, in the USA the
founders of the Living Theatre Judith Malina and Julian Beck, Richard Schechner with his
Performance Group, the Teatro Campesino of Luiz Valdez, the Peter Schumann’s Bread and Puppet
Theatre; in Brazil Augusto Boal and Vianna Filho; in Europe Jerzy Grotowski, Peter Brook and
Eugenio Barba10.

During the same period, the sociologist Erving Goffman (1959) investigated the importance of
representation, with its ritual and performative daily aspects, and later, on the other side of the
ocean, the Italian writer Pier Paolo Pasolini (1968), written in his “Manifesto per un nuovo teatro” that
“Il teatro è comunque, in ogni caso, in ogni tempo e in ogni luogo, un RITO”11, strongly expressing the
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Just to mention a few

“theatre is anyhow, in any case, always and everywhere a rite”, art. 36 in Manifesto per un nuovo teatro, Pier Paolo Pasolini "Nuovi
argomenti", n.s., 9, gennaio-marzo 1968
11
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need to found a new form of theatre, a “cultural rite” that enables people12 in a cultural and fruitful
dialogue.
Furthermore, the contemporary practitioners in applied theatre are indebted to pioneering
educationalists that aimed to democratise processes of learning. The idea and the interest in
“learning by doing” was central in the Brazilian Paulo Freire’s pedagogy, as well in the European
models of progressive education which had been developing since the end of the Second World
War.

“Drama and theatre in education were thought particularly well placed to contribute to
the child-centred approaches to learning that became embedded in many educational
practices during the 1960s.”(Nicholson, 2005:9)

The use of dramatic play, improvisation and role-play as a learning medium increased both in
adults and child education settings. The base assumption was the belief that knowledge, learning
and power are strictly connected, and that the cultural experience of theatre could be useful means
to acquire awareness and to create bridges in the process of learning.

Meanwhile, at the frontline of new theatre transitions, during the 1970s

“the search for new forms of social and political participation found in this transitional
theatre one of the strongest means of communication and symbolic self-representation,
as well as a powerful cultural arm”(Schininà, 2004a:19).

In such wide and various context new models of dramaturgy emerged, in two different trends: “the
collective (ensemble) work and the workshop-theatre”(Schininà, 2004a:19).
The first one was known in US with the name of “community-based theatre”, while the Italian,
French and more general South European versions took the name of “theatre animation”. There
have been various articulations and manifestations of community theatre around the world. Most of
them presented important connections and similarity with both theatre pedagogies and new theatre
movements. Specifically, community theatre was “characterized by the participation of community
members in creating a piece of theatre which has special resonance for that community”(Nicholson,
2005:10). Whereas, according with Schininà “[it] includes all decentralized, educational,
“gruppi culturali avanzati della borghesia la classe operaia più cosciente" ”, art. 42 in Manifesto per un nuovo teatro, Pier Paolo Pasolini
"Nuovi argomenti", n.s., 9, gennaio-marzo 1968
12

recreational, and community-based social activities using theatrically and performance”(Schininà,
2004a:19).
The second trend was called “new theatre”, and it was more an artistic vanguard than a revolution
inside the traditional concept of theatre. However, both of these different trends shared numerous
aspects, overall concerning their attention to the culture of the relationship, and their willing “to be
radically liminal and to play an active role in the symbolic and political redefinition of
communities”(Schininà, 2004a:21).
In this boundary space, across the traditional theatre, the artistic experimentations and the sociopolitical reflections, it’s placed the figure of Augusto Boal, considered with his Teatro do Oprimido,
one of the most relevant fathers of the Applied/Social Theatre13.

During his agitated and troubled life, Augusto Boal was able to create a new kind of theatre,
connecting the different worlds, images and thoughts of Stanislavski, Brecht and Freire in a
complex and wide system of theories, exercises, games and concrete experiences. Moreover, he left
a substantial heritage in books, videos and successors, which enables us to continue the
development of his work.
Augusto Boal (1931–2009) was born and raised in Brazil, a country full of differences and
oppression at this time. His life was strongly influenced by Brazilian political events and social
conditions: the Vargas-Era (1930-1945), the politically instable Second Brazilian Republic (19451965), the military dictatorship (1964-1985) started with a coup-d’état in 1964, the social gap of
classes, poverty and discrimination.
During his time at the School of Dramatic Arts of Columbia University, Boal was confronted with
the ideas of Konstantin Stanislavski and Bertolt Brecht, theatre reformer of the early Twentieth
century. Both of them would have a strong influence in Augusto Boal’s Theatre of Oppressed: the
first one for the complex system of exercises and techniques developed in his actors’ training and
Method, the second one for his Epic Theatre which attempted to change the aim of classical theatre
away from its illusion of reality to the aim of performing social conflicts. Using today’s terminology,
for Augusto Boal Stanislavski was an example of “know-how”, whereas Brecht was a master on
“know-what”.

In Italy is more common the label of Social Theatre, while in Anglo-Saxon Academy is used the term Applied Theatre or Applied
Drama.
13
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As the director of the Arena Theatre in Sao Paulo (1956), Boal tried to adapt these innovative
methods of theatre to the social system of Brazil during this time. One example was the presentation
of agit-prop (agitation propaganda) shows adapted from the Bolshevik agit-prop, which conveyed a
certain ideology and deal with these ideas. However, the director realized that this way of theatre
was not what he intended, because of one incident.
Boal’s agit-prop group was about to preach the necessity of taking up arms, when a peasant in the
audience stood up and suggested an armed raid on local landlord. Embarrassed, the actors backed
down. But the incident taught them to listen to the people and Boal later said about this happening:
“From that point on, and never again, have I incited audiences to do things that I would not do
myself” (Taussig, Schechner and Boal, 1990:57).

During his time in Sao Paulo, Boal also developed the concept of the Cultural Animator at the
Popular Centers of Culture movement in the early 1960s. “The idea behind the centres was that in
the community are people who know some things better than others. They come to the centre and
teach [...] the person who ‘knows better’ is the cultural animator”(Taussig, Schechner and Boal,
1990:53). Boal’s hereby-developed concept shows his conviction and emphasis on awareness –
cultural awareness – of the Brazilian citizens, no matter irrespective of their status.

Since Augusto Boal became more and more influent in the cultural movement of the country, he
was kidnapped off the street, tortured and sent into exile in 1971 by the Military Government,
which saw him and his work as threat for the government. After his deportation, he spent five years
in Argentina, where he wrote and published two books: Torquemada (1971) about the systematic use
of torture in prison, and The Theatre of the Oppressed (1973). The title of the latter uncovers the direct
influence of Paolo Freire (1921-1997), who a few years earlier published The Pedagogy of the
Oppressed (1970). In his reform-pedagogical work, Freire argues against the elitist “top-down”
approach of education and tries to evoke the idea that education should be the possibility for the
oppressed to regain their humanity and to overcome the conditions:

“No pedagogy which is truly liberating can remain distant from the oppressed by
treating them as unfortunates and by presenting for their emulation models from
among the oppressors. The oppressed must be their own example in the struggle for
their redemption”(Freire, 1970:54).

Augusto Boal adopted Freire’s concept into the area of theatre. He argued that Brazilian
mainstream theatre was an instrument of the ruling-class and one way to propagate its oppressive
system, aimed at sedating the audience. The intention of the Theatre of the Oppressed was to
change the reality through theatre, to find solutions to social problems and to democratize politics.
However, this only works via the involvement of the “oppressed” – Boal claims that only the
oppressed can free the oppressed. Therefore, Augusto Boal developed a way to transform the
spectators of a theatre play into so-called Spect-Actors, by using different techniques.

The techniques invented and collected by Boal are shown in the book The Aesthetics of the Oppressed
(2006). The Brasilian director explains how his method was developed through the years, using the
efficacious image of a tree, in order to illustrate the interdependencies and interrelations between
different techniques that “have same origin in the fertile ground of Ethics and Politics, of History
and Philosophy”(Boal, 2006:4).

Figura 6: Tree of the Theatre of the Oppressed

All the techniques developed in the framework of Theatre of the Oppressed are addressed to
improve and awake the so-called conscientization14 of Oppressed. In order to deal with the

14

Term borrowed by the Freire’s pedagogy
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oppression status we have to reach the awareness of this oppression and the ability to see an
opportunity of change. To realize this change in the real life, before it is necessary to transform the
performance practices. The revolution of Theatre of Oppressed renovates completely the theatre
itself: the actors are trained to present plays that consider the interactions of the audience, facilitated
by a member called joker. The last is usually the director or the trainer of the theatre company.
Thanks to his/her contribution the so-called metaxis happens. It is

“the state of belonging completely and simultaneously to two different, autonomous
worlds: the image of reality and the reality of the image. The participant shares and
belongs to these two autonomous worlds; their reality and the image of their reality,
which she herself has created” (Boal, 1995: 43).

Briefly, the heritage of Augusto Boal can be resumed on two fundamental aims. The first one is the
conscientization, the second one is the metaxis of the oppressed, actor or/and spectator.

1.3

Art-Based Peacebuilding

Recently, arts-based approaches in conflict transformation and peacebuilding are increasingly
finding space and attention, also among scholars. For instance at the IPRA Conference 2002
(International Peace Research Association) in South Korea, the Commission on Art and Peace (CAP)
was established, with the specific intention to tap into the human potential for peace by supporting
creativity and the arts. During the last decade the commission invited scholars around the world to
explore the links between creativity, music, theatre and the arts, and the development of a more
humane world at all levels, in order to promote a vibrant and effective culture of peace.

1.3.1

Moral Imagination – a bridge between Peacebuilding and Arts

John Paul Lederach is one of the first scholars (and practitioners) who seriously considers the role
and the positive contribution of the Arts in the peacebuilding process. During his entire career, the
American sociologist has engaged in formulating theoretical frameworks to understand and define
Conflict Transformation, Peacebuilding and Reconciliation processes. (Lederach, 1995, 1997, 2002,
2003, 2005)
The recent metaphor of Moral Imagination proposed by Lederach (Lederach, 2005) is efficaciously
collocated “in between” of arts and peacebuilding. According to him, the moral imagination is the
label to define what happens when violence transcends toward peace. The transformation of
violence in peace appears as a process, connoted by artistic features.

“The moral imagination requires the capacity to imagine ourselves in a web of
relationships that includes our enemies, the ability to sustain a paradoxical curiosity
that embraces complexity without reliance on dualistic polarity, the fundamental belief
in and pursuit of the creative act, the acceptance of the inherent risk of stepping into the
mystery of the unknown that lies beyond the far too familiar landscape of violence”
(Lederach, 2005:22).

The investigation on moral imagination proposed by Lederach is not a tangential inquiry, but is the
resource that feeds the peacebuilding process. Lederach suggests that “we must explore the
survival of the artist’s genius and gift in the lands of violence” (Lederach, 2005:22).
Lederach underlines four dimensions - relationship, paradoxical curiosity, creativity, and
willingness of risk – on the base of the act of transformation from a violent setting to a peaceful one.
In order to transcend violence and to converge to the realization of peace, the four dimensions
proposed have to be explored in two broad directions. The first concerns the deep understanding
and feeling of the landscape of protracted violence, including also the comprehension of the reasons
on which pose such deep-rooted challenges to constructive change.

“(...) we must set our feet deeply into the geographies and realities of what destructive
relationships produce, what legacies they leave, and what breaking their violent
patterns will require” (Lederach, 2005:22).
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The second direction is the exploration of the process itself of moral imagination that Lederach
considers and calls deliberately “a creative process”:

“(...) we must venture into the mostly uncharted territory of the artist’s way as applied
to social change, the canvases and poetic of human relationships, imagination and
discovery, and ultimately the mystery of vocation for those who take up such a
journey” (Lederach, 2005:22).

The two directions highlighted by Lederach are clearly and explicitly connected with the mediation
skills, with the artistic process in general, and also specifically with the applied theatre.
The first direction defines one of the first skills required in mediation: the “empathy” attitude,
which enables the mediator, and the parties engaged in the conflict to listen to each other. In fact,
the activation of empathy enables the parties to understand other’s views, needs, beliefs and
interests. Empathy also plays an important role in the theatre. The traditional theatrical
identification of the actor in characters is based on an empathic principle. As Stanislavski explained
in his method, one of the exercises to improve realism whilst acting on stage, was the empathic
observation of people in many different situations. However, in the context of applied theatre the
empathy is considered a basic element, since Boal introduced the innovative concept of metaxis.
The second direction is explicitly related with the artistic process of creativity. According to
Lederach’s words it seems that the artistic and creative process is surrounded by an aura of mystery
and unknown, as if the artistic creation appears magically, and the inspiration comes suddenly and
unexpected to visit the artist. Then, the hidden challenge for applied theatre is to develop training
and practices by using not mere cold techniques but tools to improve understanding, creativity and
artistic creation.
The four disciplines – relationship, paradoxical curiosity, creative act and willingness of risk introduced by Lederach to explain the metaphor of Moral Imagination, are strictly connected with
few fundamental concepts on the base of applied theatre. I will try now to discuss the connection
between Moral Imagination and applied theatre.

First, concerning of the discipline called relationship, the suggestion of Lederach is focused on the
ability that human beings have to see themselves from an outsider view, and at the same time the
belief that if we can see something in our mind, then it’s possible to achieve it, at least with the force

of our imagination. The ability to see in our mind, as a pre-condition to imagine ourselves in such
scenario, gives us the “fuel” to engage practically ourselves in its fulfilment. There is a combination
of inner imagination and outsider observation. Connection with the role played by visualization: if I
can visualize something, then I can better understand and explain it – and, probably, I can realize it.
If I can see it with my mind, it means that it is possible that it happens. Then, the essence of
relationship includes different aspects, as communication, interaction, change and reciprocity.
Within the relation in fact the parties are into a process of interaction that inevitably will bring them
to a change. In the Lederach’s definition of relationship it is not really important the relationship
itself, or if it happens or not, but the exercise of imaging, putting ourselves in the condition of the
change. Despite the sceptical position declared by Lederach who says

“turning points do not emerge through the rote application of a technique or a recipe.
They must be explored and understood in the context of something that approximates
the artistic process, imbued as it is with creativity, skill, serendipity and craftsmanship”
(Lederach, 2005:46).

the discipline of relationship can be explored and lived through the theatrical games and exercises.
The connection with the concept of metaxis introduced by Boal is then self-evident.
Second, the discipline of Paradoxical Curiosity is composed by two factors: curiosity and paradox.
These factors, in turn, are connected with the overwhelming concept of complexity: the curiosity
builds a quality of careful inquiry that reaches beyond accepted meaning; the gift of paradox holds
together seemingly contradictory truths in order to locate a greater, and more complex, truth.
Due to the paradoxical coexistence of contradictions, the simplified dualistic polarization between
right and wrong, victim and perpetrator are solved. The contradictions are clearly explored in their
different dimensions without judgment: face values, the way how things appear and are presented,
and heart value, the way how things are perceived and interpreted by people.
The discipline of Paradoxical Curiosity is understandable, but how is it possible to join it?

Regarding curiosity the first two images that come in to mind are childhood and the research
attitude. In between there is the artist’s soul and his/her inner world (the child) in connection with
the outsider realm (the researcher). Curiosity means ability to keep open all the senses, not only
five, but six, seven and so on. For children it is something “natural”, spontaneous, but in any cases
something that have to be stimulated and trained. Then, if for children there is this need, what
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about adults? Curiosity permits us to have an overwhelming and deep understanding of
complexity, and curiosity activates imagination and visualization. The attitude of practitioner of
applied theatre should be at the same time of a child and a researcher: the theatre practitioner
through curiosity attitude is open and ready to learn something new, and also to create something
new. At the same time he/she can do it with a serious attitude, since he/she is an expert, as well a
researcher. The artist has an inner soul of child, deeply connected with nature and magic word. This
inner world of childhood to be expressed needs a formal structure, possible to achieve through the
research attitude. Exercise, practice, dedication are necessary for the artistic process and for the
training of curiosity. Tools of curiosity are questions, specifically the so-called “licit questions”,
questions that are not supposed to be right or wrong, but which open the opportunity of an
exploration of reality in all its different features, paradoxes and complexities15.
Lastly, concerning to the disciplines of Creative Act and the Willingness of Risk, Lederach expresses
a kind of act of faith. His assumption about art and creativity is close to a religious silent acceptance
that it is possible to assist a mysterious miracle, and the art is something like that.
Creativity is the place where the divine and the human meet, then the place of the paradox;
creativity moves beyond what exists toward something new and unexpected while rising from and
speaking to the everyday.
For the American sociologist the peacebuilding process coincides with the artistic process for its
dialectic nature.

1.3.2

The Art of Seeing – the contribution of Hannah Reich

Since 2002 Hannah Reich has been an Associate Researcher at Berghof Research Center for
Constructive Conflict Management (BCR). This centre is a think tank operating at the interface
between conflict research and peace policy. It investigates and develops innovative and pragmatic
approaches to conflict transformation. To achieve this, the researchers of BCR:

-

analyze the causes, forms and dynamics of violent ethnopolitical conflicts;

-

combine research excellence with policy advice for a wide range of different actors,
including civil society, governments and international organizations;

-

15

help conflict stakeholders to identify peaceful ways of addressing their differences;

the idea of “domande legittime” was developed by the Italian pedagogue Daniele Novara (1997).

-

apply participatory action research methodologies based on close cooperation with our
partners.16

Hannah Reich is a researcher and trainer in the field of constructive conflict transformation. Her
interest is the role of creative media in conflict transformation within intercultural settings.
Furthermore, her doctoral studies focus on interactive theatre as a method of knowledge
production, both in terms of its potentials in transforming conflicts creatively, as well as developing
it as a research method.

In the Berghof Handbook The Art of seeing, Reich presents her study based on action research in
post-war Lebanon. By previously defining the structure of interactive theatre, Hannah Reich
consequently introduces her proposal for a Forum Theatre for Conflict Transformation.
The timeline of Forum Theatre process proposed by Hannah Reich is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Timeline of the Forum Theatre Process

The Forum Theatre process is divided in two main phases: the workshop phase and the
performance phase.
The workshop phase includes much of the strength of the process:

16

From http://www.berghof-conflictresearch.org/
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“Here the participants have the opportunity to relate to themselves and each other in
new and unusual ways. They discover neglected patterns of thought or behaviour,
notice new potential within themselves and experience new ways of perceiving reality”
(Reich, 2012:8).

During the second phase the interaction between the stage and the audience “create(s) a big
telescope, intensifying the process of observing, perceiving and recognising” (Reich, 2012:8).
Within the structure presented by Hannah Reich, four basic elements are underlined. These
elements emphasize the difference of Forum Theatre from the classical theatre. They are:
-

Participants: the addressees of Forum Theatre are lay persons, and not professionally trained
actors;

-

Subject: the topics of interactive theatre are stories based on real-life experiences;

-

Interaction: during the performance phase the audience is invited on the stage to intervene
in the dramatic action;

-

Joker: the facilitation of the phases, overall the second one with the audience, is hold by a
facilitator, who usually is also a trainer during the first phase.

Hannah Reich goes beyond: from the Forum Theatre to the Forum Theatre for Conflict
Transformation. What does she actually propose?

Figure 8: from the Forum Theatre to the Forum Theatre for Conflict Transformation

The diagram in Figure 8 would require a deep and attentive analysis, which goes beyond the scope
of this thesis I will just suggest. It has however to be noticed that the attention is focused on
relationship building, instead of empowerment. The importance of selection of participants and
trainers is underlined. And also the choice of the training methods, which include modules of
conflict management and shared leisure time, is addressed to support and improve relationship
building.

The heritage left by Boal is explored and transformed by Hannah Reich with a constructive
proposal, combining conflict transformation sessions and applied theatre:

“(…) ‘classical’ forum theatre needs to be sensitively adapted to conflict contexts to
generate an environment of mutual respect and safety, free from the fear of backlashes
or attacks, in order to stimulate a space for an experimental encounter” (Reich, 2012:12).

Finally, Hannah Reich uses the Boal’s words to define her proposal, the Art of Seeing, a
process located “precisely on the frontier between fiction and reality” (Boal, 1992:246).
The Art of Seeing is created by the implementing four dimensions:
-

An empathic gaze;

-

Acknowledgment of small modes of change;

-

A shift from a judgmental to a non-judgmental view;

-

Acknowledgment of seeing as an active part.

1.3.3

The Complex Circle of Solidarity - Guglielmo Schininà

There are several International Organizations involved in conceiving, planning and implementing
projects of applied theatre in post war sites. The approaches proposed by the IOM (International
Organization of Migration), and specifically by its Head Mental Health Psychosocial Response and
Intercultural Communication Section, Guglielmo Schininà, assume a significant value for my
research on applied theatre and conflict transformation. In fact, Guglielmo Schininà is a social
theatre practitioner and trainer specialized in emergence and war torn situations. He invented and
managed several projects in the field of trauma response, psychosocial support, and sociocultural
integration not only for IOM, but also for ICS (Italian Consortium of Solidarity) and other
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governmental and nongovernmental organizations. He is considered one the most important Italian
experts of Social Theatre in Post War settings.
During his multi-role experience in Balkans region, after the fall of the Yugoslavia, Schininà was
involved in several psychosocial and cultural integration projects addressed to sustain communities
affected by war.

The challenge of Schininà is to transform - or using a Galtung expression to transcend - the triangle
of solidarity conceived by Natale Losi17. By using the metaphor of the triangle, Losi (Losi, 2001)
explains the process of stigmatization and stereotyping in communities after war. Especially for
those communities affected by ethnic conflicts, the triangle resumes the dynamics of violence,
which stand in social relationships. The case of Former Yugoslavia is the template. Losi’s proposal is
a simple diagram, which defines a strong contradiction. The contradiction is between three actors –
or groups, who are victims, perpetrators and saviours. In the dynamics of violence, each element
seems blocked in his role. The stigmatization and stereotyping can bring the conflict to an escalation
of violence, in two different directions: the chain of violence or the pure escalation. The distinction
between Major and minor positions, already mentioned in 2.1.1, is reformulated in the figure of
triangle.

Schininà conceives a model that is at the same time practical and theoretical. He overcomes the
triangle of solidarity, by building a circle, which is an ideal goal and also a methodological
approach in his daily work in emergence contexts. The triangle is a pyramid, symbol of hierarchy,
inequality, and oppression. Its angles visibly represent the impossibility of dialogue, and the
asperity of relationships. The sufferance is evoked by the figure of triangle. Diametrically opposite,
the circle is symbol of equity; place where relationships between peers happen, place of change and
dialogue. The absence of angles facilitates the dialogue among people, in the complexity of
communication dynamics (Schininà, 2002a, 2002b).
Schininà, indeed, designs an imperfect model, based on empiric experience, to implement his
projects of applied theatre in war torn communities. This model is also a practical rule to be
followed during the project itself.

Natale Losi, presently the Head of the Psychosocial and Cultural Integration Unit at the International Organization for Migration, has
developed an ethno-systemic-narrative approach that includes memory and narration, especially within migrant communities, as a
fundamental tool of cultural integration and resilience.
17

Figure 9: Complex Circle

More precisely, concerning the implementation of his project in refugee camps in Serbia (1999)
Schininà says:

“(…) I do not impose theatre. My experience and my know-how are in the area of using
theatre in the process of community-building, but I always try to respect peoples’
existing abilities and goals. In this case, the communities living in the collective centres,
where more interest in sport and handicraft activities than in creative arts; and even
then, only a few of the creative arts involved the theatre. I respected these choices and
tried to take advantage of the existing resources. Theatrical activities remained only an
informing logic, a communicative reference model, and my way of passing that model
on in training” (Schininà, 2004b:34).

1.4

Key Concepts

All the authors above mentioned agree with the idea that really often people stay in conflictual
situation because their ignorance18. The ignorance affects our knowledge about the real reasons that
support our positions. The ignorance does not help us to understand the other reasons and to see a
potential range of solutions. Consequently, to tackle the ignorance we should improve our
awareness.
By achieving awareness, we can explore the differences that are on the basis of our relationship.
Within the dynamics of the life together, the real challenge is to understand the differences, be able
to respect them with an attitude based on equity. The message of reciprocal respect into diversities is
hoped by the Equivalency model of nonviolent communication, as well in the model of Complex
Circle.
I use this term in his etymological mean as absence of knowledge on a specific issue, without any judgment or value, but as a mere
verification.
18
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2. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
“The map is not the territory”
Gregory Bateson

Hannah Reich argues that there is still a great necessity for additional observations and research on
the impacts of arts-based projects in post war communities, since “arts-based projects are
increasingly finding a space in the realm of conflict transformation” (Reich, 2012:3). Thus, the
growing diffusion of such projects demands a better understanding of the phenomenon, overall
concerning its development and implementation on the long-term action.
This chapter presents a proposal of analysis, which could be considered a simple step towards a
broader methodological pattern of research. Over the following pages the approach that guided my
investigation is explained.

The chapter is about (2.1) the criteria that I followed and the sources that I consulted in order to
create a rough database of concrete experiences of applied theatre and conflict transformation
already realized in war torn communities. Then, (2.2) I illustrate the list of such experiences, and the
reasons because they are not included in my final investigation. The last paragraph (2.3) presents an
innovative methodological framework of analysis, by combining the work of Hannah Reich and the
model of Complex Circle of Guglielmo Schininà.

2.1

Criteria of selection and sources

I focused my attention upon mid-long term19 projects of applied theatre, which contemplated also
conflict transformation activities, enrolled in War Torn communities and were addressed to
young/adult people. Specifically, I collected the experiences of applied theatre which have
included, during their so-called “workshop phase” (Reich, 2012:8), sessions in conflict
transformation, in terms of mediation or conflict management. The workshop phase has a crucial
role into the process. According to Hannah Reich during the “hidden” first phase of applied theatre
experiences it is possible to build a common ground and combine theatre tools with mediation skills
(Reich, 2012).

19

At least two years

That being said, I did not find too many projects which combine explicitly in the same learning/
teaching process the two strong worlds of applied theatre and conflict transformation: there are
numerous performances organized in War Torn communities, which can be considered in the
mainstream of theatre business; there are many drama projects which involve overall children and
teenagers, more characterized by animation and vehicle of expression, without any kinds of
connection with mediation or conflict management; there are projects in Theatre of Health,
addressed to improve awareness on healthy issue and to reduce the incidence of the potential of a
disease spreading.20 Only few projects in war torn communities are addressed to young/adult
people with the intentional aim to combine the form of applied theatre with mediation/conflict
management sessions.

I selected only projects of Applied Theatre in War-Torn Communities, developed in the mid-long
term, which involved adult and/or young population21, and which allow explicitly one or more
sessions in conflict management training. This choice was determined by considering few relevant
factors.

Firstly, peacebuilding is a “complex task” and an “overwhelming challenge” (Lederach, 2005:48), a
process, which, beyond a shadow of doubt, requires time and a comprehensive strategy. Moreover,
when discussing the peacebuilding process:

“Sustaining peaceful transformation in settings of deep-rooted violence requires a longterm view that focuses as much on the people in the setting of conflict building durable
and flexible processes as it does on specific solutions.” (Lederach, 2005:47)

Consequently, all of the activities comprising the framework of peacebuilding – as applied theatre
projects - need time to be developed in an incisive and efficacious way, whilst being able to make
positive tracks of their transition. Undoubtedly, a short experience of few minutes or hours can
change radically a situation and has the potential to bring people together to embrace a new
positive perspective regarding a particular issue. However, to be a means of positive and conscious
social change, applied theatre requires dedicated focus and is a time intensive process.

An extended review of these different performative experiences is presented in the volumes Acting Together and Performance in Place of
War
20
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Between 14 and 30 years old
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Secondly, concerning the choice of participants, I reflected regarding the issue of selecting
participants’ and what age they should be. How can we design and implement a fruitful and
effective process of positive change in War Torn societies, using applied theatre and involving key
people?
On one hand, I considered the Hannah Reich’s assumption that:

“[Interactive theatre] needs an appropriate milieu, which can be found more often
among young people than among adults, as they are often more creative and open to
change”(Reich, 2012:12).

On the other hand, the role assumed by adults in war torn communities is probably
underestimated. Usually adults are considered difficult stakeholders, because of their
uncooperative attitude towards creative interaction and change. However, in my opinion, the
adults’ difficulty to become engaged and committed is a crucial challenge. If it is true that children
are the future, and that peace work starts with their education22, it is also reasonable to assume that
the parents are their first educators. Then, if they are not involved in this process of peace education
is quite impossible to achieve the joint and broad objectives encompassing the entire society.23 Their
involvement in the artistic process of conflict transformation could be a first important fruitful step.

My considerations about adults’ participation, were also supported by the suggestion of Guglielmo
Schininà who, regarding his work in refugee camps in Balkans, said

“(..) it’s easier to work with the children because they are politically “neutral” (…) A
grown male who doesn’t fight, doesn’t work, and hasn’t been able to protect his family
or to guarantee them a better situation than the a refugee camp, is probably the most
vulnerable person of all. Adult males have been pretty much ignored by the greater
part of the psychosocial and creative interventions in the camps, because it’s more
difficult to interact with them, according with the prefabricated models and the
symbolic inter-relational triangle”(Schininà, 2002b:105).

Mahatma Gandhi says: “If we are to teach real peace in this world, and if we are to carry on a real war against war, we shall have to
begin with the children”
22
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As well regarding gender issues: which empowerment is possible if the men are not involved in the gender dialogue?

By excluding applied theatre projects developed in short-term and addressed to children, my range
of research significantly narrowed. In fact, most of the projects conceived and implemented in post
war sites are time limited and are exclusively addressed to children.

With thanks to the network In Place of War, supported and promoted by the University of
Manchester24, I collected several experiences of applied theatre enrolled in War Torn communities.
This set of experiences was a really fruitful starting point to find projects already completed or
which were still running in contexts affected by conflict or war. At the same time, I was aided by the
American project called Acting together25, coordinated by Cynthia Cohen’s staff from the University
of Brandeis. In Place of War network and Acting Together project were the treasures from where I
could read and discover about interesting experiences and academic discussions on applied theatre
in War Torn communities.

Other inspiring sources of documentation have been websites of national and international
organizations involved directly or as donors in projects of applied theatre and conflict
transformation.
For instance, the IOM (International Organization of Migration)26 is one of the most active
international organizations in conceiving and implementing programs and projects in order to:
-

Assist in meeting the growing operational challenges of migration management.

-

Advance understanding of migration issues.

-

Encourage social and economic development through migration.

-

Uphold the human dignity and wellbeing of migrants.

Within the context of IOM it is collocated the contributions of Natale Losi and Guglielmo Schininà.
The last one, already mentioned above, provided to my research several suggestions that I used in
the realization of my methodological framework.

Another example of useful source for my research was the website of IPRA (International Peace
Research Association)27, which during the last ten years as given attention to the arts-based
approach in peacebuilding. In fact in 2002 at IPRA Conference in South Korea, the Commission on
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http://www.inplaceofwar.net/

25

http://www.actingtogether.org/

26

http://www.iom.int/

27 http://www.ipra-peace.com/
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Art and Peace (CAP) was established, with the specific intention to tap into the human potential for
peace by supporting creativity and the arts.

A third inspiring contribution came from the German Berghof Foundation28. The handbooks
available in its website, in fact, gave me the opportunity to enrich my theoretical background and to
design systematically my methodology, overall thanks to the contribution of Hanna Reich who
published recently a Berghof Foundation handbook.

2.2

Collecting experiences

During my investigation, by using the networks above mentioned, reading academic journals and
international newspapers, and also by surfing on the web, I found several and different experiences
of applied theatre in post-war contexts. The criteria that I followed to select the case studies were:
an explicit combination of applied theatre with conflict transformation sessions, the availability of
updated information, the possibility to consult reports and/or academic papers on the experience,
the chance to contact directly the organizations involved. The chosen criteria steered me to contain
the set of the organizations and experiences. In fact some of them did not explicitly contemplate
sessions in conflict transformation or mediation. Whilst others did not have websites, recently
updated information, or their information was fragmented. Regarding a few of them it was almost
impossible to find systematic reports or academic papers available on the Internet. Lastly, it was not
possible for me to get information from some organizations, because they did not reply to my
requests by email, nor follow up requests.

For example, the US theatre company Bond Street Theatre, founded in 1976, is currently involved in
several projects throughout the world, which utilise the tools of applied theatre to empower,
inspire, and educate people regarding human rights issues, to heal communities affected by poverty
and conflict, and to promote the value of the arts in shaping a peaceful future. At present, Bond
Street Theatre collaborates with local companies and NGOs in Myanmar, Afghanistan, and Haiti.
Their approach is merely based on applied theatre without any kinds of explicit connection with
conflict transformation or mediation training. According to its website, Bond Street Theatre
collaborates in Kabul (Afghanistan) with White Star Company and in Yangon (Myanmar) with
Thukhuma Khayeethe, a group of socially conscious, contemporary theatre makers. Unfortunately
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http://www.berghof-conflictresearch.org/

it was not possible for me to find further detailed information about the White Star Company and
Thukhuma Khayeethe. Due to the incompleteness of information about these two companies, I
desisted from choosing them for my research.

Another interesting organization that I found through the network In Place of War, was AHRDO
(Afghanistan Human Rights and Democracy Organization), an independent, non-governmental,
non-profit organization established in early 2009 by a number of Afghan Human Rights and Civil
Society activists with a strong commitment to work with the most marginalized sectors of Afghan
society. According to its website:

“AHRDO is committed to the promotion of participatory democracy, a culture of nonviolence and the respect for human rights in Afghanistan and the region, primarily
through the use of a variety of arts and theatre-based activities that create spaces for
dialogue, peace-building, social justice, public participation and the subsequent
transformation of society from the grassroots up”.

The AHRDO Memory Box initiative arose out of the need to provide a space for the victims of
Afghanistan to tell their stories of loss and resilience in the face of the country's violent history of
mass murder, genocide and unrelenting political upheaval. It is an attempt to actively propel these
victims from their current position on the margins of society into the centre of the ongoing peace
and reconciliation process, with the final aim of making important, grassroots contributions to
breaking the seemingly endless cycle of violence in the country.
The Memory Boxes are produced using Augusto Boal's Aesthetics of the Oppressed. Each
workshop participant can choose which moments of their lives they would like to focus on and how
to represent these moments in their personal boxes using specific images or objects. The process
usually takes 3-5 days and includes a full day of trust- and group-building exercises as well as
activities that foster the participants' gradual discovery of their long-forgotten creative capacities.
One of the reasons because I did not choose the Memory Boxes initiative, as a case study of my
research, was the short-time process in which participants were involved. Furthermore the material
available on line was not enough for my analysis, and when I tried to contact the organization I did
not receive reply.
Another interesting organization which combines applied theatre with conflict transformation,
peacebuilding and development in rural and urban areas is the theatre company Amani People’s
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Theatre (APT), founded in 1994 in Kenya by a group of African Trainers in Participatory
methodologies and Theatre of Oppressed. APT emphasizes its work on preparing volunteer trainers
to interact directly with the members of the community in issues regarding development, and
different ways to deal with conflicts. The activities of the volunteers include the direct work-relation
with community leaders or other persons with administrative responsibilities. The interaction of
volunteers and leaders seeks to build up the capacity of peace and development practitioners of the
leaders. The main objective of APT’s strategy is to give to the community and the people in charge
practical and intellectual tools to identify the cultural characteristics that create conflict among
different communities in Kenya. Unfortunately the website of APT has severe access problems, and
it appears not to have been recently updated. Moreover, I attempted to contact the organization’s
members several times, but I did not receive replies from them.
Another organization active in applied theatre and peacebuilding process is the Kwoto Cultural
Center (KCC), an arts and cultural centre in South Sudan dedicated to the New United Nation of
South Sudan. KCC involves many different ethnic and cultural groups, trying to bring peace and
reconciliation among them, through music, dance and theatre activities. KCC works mostly in
displaced persons camps around the city, and prisons. The issues faced by KCC are immigration,
peace and justice, human rights, HIV/AIDS and nonviolent conflict resolution. Within the Kwoto
Cultural Center there is a group involved in theatre, called Kwoto Theater. It provides two kinds of
plays, the one act plays that last between 30 and 40 minutes and the short sketches that last between 10
and 15 minutes. These plays incorporate traditional dances and songs from Southern Sudan and
convey information that is collected daily. After the performances, the audience is asked for their
reactions. The group is different from other theatre groups in South Sudan because of its use of 23
minority languages in its theatre as opposed to Arabic. In using these languages instead, the group
is expressing its desire for cultural expression and self-identity. The information and the data
available on the web about Kwoto Theater were not sufficient for me to analyse the work of this
theatre group. Moreover, Kwoto Theater does not have a website, but instead has a Facebook page
that has not been recently updated.

Throughout my research design I encountered several difficulties in collecting and selecting data.
Firstly, the information available on the Internet is often fragmented. As mentioned, there are
theatre groups cited by others who are not reachable and about whom it does not exist written
material; it was the case of the White Star Company and Thukhuma Khayeethe. Secondly, it was not
clear if the websites or official pages are not updated because of organizational problems or because

the theatre groups or NGOs do not exist anymore, as encountered with the Amani People’s Theatre.
Thirdly, I often tried to contact directly some researcher or activist or theatre practitioner, without
receiving any reply. Such as what happened with the Amani People’s Theatre, Afghanistan Human
Rights and Democracy Organization and Kwoto Theater.
I am aware that the database that I realized is not exhaustive or representative of the whole realm in
applied theatre and conflict transformation in post-war sites. However, it can be considered a first
step to draw the state of art concerning applied theatre experiences that combine mediation and
conflict transformation sessions. In the appendix, there is a complete list of all the case studies
discovered during my research.

Given the chosen criteria, I ended up with two case studies. In fact, for both of them I found
updated and not-fragmented material (websites, reports, handbooks, videos) and I had to directly
contact members from a few organizations involved in the projects. In the next chapter, I will
describe these two case studies, their analysis and the comparison using the framework proposed
by Hannah Reich.

2.3

Methodological framework

The methodological approach that I follow reflects the intuition that “simplicity precedes
complexity” and that “(…) rather than focus directly on the complexity, it would be useful to locate
a core set of patterns and dynamics that generate the complexity”(Lederach, 2005: 50).

Thus, I designed a simple pattern, to explore and analyse the complexity proposed by two case
studies of applied theatre for conflict transformation. The pattern derives from the experiences and
reflections of Hannah Reich and Guglielmo Schininà.

The proposal of Hannah Reich is to create a Forum Theatre “archetype” for Conflict
Transformation. Her elaboration (see Figure 8, page 34) shows the innovative elements that have to
be inserted in a “classical” forum theatre, in order to improve conscientisation and relationship
building in a post war setting. The elements are:
before the workshop phase
-

Consciously choice of participants and training sites;
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during the workshop phase
-

Insertion of modules of conflict management training and shared space of leisure time;

-

Development of a conflict sensitive script – called art of telling
during the performance phase

-

Consciously choice of places for presentations;

-

Competence of joker in conflict transformation;
during the follow-up phase

-

Insertion of other activities which sustain the relationships of the group members.

Choice of participants
According to Hannah Reich “participants in the workshop and performance had to be selected very
carefully” (Reich, 2012:10), as training sites have to be chosen consciously. The German researcher
underlines two main criteria of selection regarding participants. The first one is the active
involvement of participants in social-political activities. The second one is a balance in terms of
different cultural, ethnic and/or confessional backgrounds represented among participants.
However, Reich, aware of difficulties in organizing workshops in post-war settings, explicitly
declares a dilemma: on the one hand the willingness to involve new people into the activities in
order to spread as much as possible the experience of applied theatre for conflict transformation, on
the other the importance of participants’ confidence for the sustainability of the project.
Insertion of modules
During the workshop phase, Hannah Reich proposes to insert modules of conflict management
training and spaces for shared leisure time. This proposal is unusual in forum theatre work, but it is
a common item in post-war peacebuilding group work.

“These modifications were made to enhance the trust between participants and their
awareness of each other’s positions within society, and to deal with the emotional
dispositions of fear and mistrust” (Reich, 2012:10).
The art of telling
For Hannah Reich the art of telling is “a new challenge for the facilitating team, the stage director
and the joker” (Reich, 2012:11). During the workshop phase another element is added: the
development of a sensitive script on conflict. The script should be composed by several distinct and

interwoven stories; regarding to the relation between script and actors a great care has to be taken
in the choice of how and by whom the stories were presented: for example saying things by acting
them without naming them; during the process of writing, when the investigation took place, the
atmosphere has to be attentively created in order to make a sense of security, confidentiality and
integrity, also because different true stories have the same right to exist, and the paradox of
contradictory existing truths has to be managed.
Performance phase – choice of places, the role of joker/facilitator
For Hannah Reich the choice of places for presentation is an important element during the
implementation of the project; in order to protect the sense of security and integrity of participants
and the audience. The atmosphere in which the performance takes place is also important as well as
the one of the workshop phase. And the role of joker is increased with the requirements in conflict
transformation.
Follow-up phase
For the follow-up phase, Hannah Reich generically proposes “other activities which sustain the
relationships of the group members” (Reich, 2012:10), which appears to be quite different from the
follow-up phase expected in a classical forum theatre program. In fact at the level of follow up in
the left side of the Figure 8 is written: “participants create their own groups”(Reich, 2012:10).

Furthermore, I use the model of the Complex Circle of Guglielmo Schininà, as a lens of analysis on
the two chosen case studies. Specifically, subject of analysis is the overall implementation of the
project, and the role played by the facilitator/joker. Regarding the model of Complex Circle
Schininà says:

“Its basic principle is to consider theatre as a means of communication, which,
regardless of the activity undertaken, brings about a circle of barters and encounters
and is also able to present these barters and encounters to a reality outside the circle.
The ultimate goal is to begin to change perceptions of certain problems and to include
multiple voices and narrations in a collective act of communication”
(Schininà, 2004a:37).
For its interdisciplinary property to include, assume and manage differences, relationships,
multiplied perspectives, multilayer communication systems, the circle suits on the required skills to
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be an effective facilitator (and trainer). If “effective [facilitators] must combine the skill of
dramaturg, director, improvisational actor, drama therapist, political philosopher, rhetorician, talk
show host and stand-up comic”(Sullivan, 2004:23), the application of the Complex Circle proposed
by Schininà is a efficacious way to realize all these tasks.
Moreover the Complex Circle of Schininà includes the principle of equity between differences,
which is the core of the nonviolent communication’s Equivalency model presented by Pat Patfoort
(1.1.1).
In the following chapter, by using the features presented above, I will analyse the two case studies
under the profile of their structural conception and implementation.

3. CASE STUDIES
“I have never believed in a single truth. Neither my own, nor those of others.
I believe all schools, all theories can be useful in some place, at some time.
But I have discovered that one can only live by passionate,
and absolute, identification with a point of view.
However, as time goes by, as we change, as the world changes,
targets alter and the viewpoint shifts.
Looking back over many years of essays written,
ideas spoken in many places on so many varied occasions,
one thing strikes me as being consistent.
For a point of view to be of any use at all,
one must commit oneself totally to it,
one must defend it to the very death.
Yet, at the same time, there is an inner voice that murmurs:
‘Don’t take it too seriously. Hold on tightly, let go lightly.’ ”
Peter Brook, The Shifting Point

I analyse here the projects realized by Peace Dialogue NGO and Search For Common Ground NGO
using a comparative approach, based on the works above mentioned of Hannah Reich and
Guglielmo Schininà. This methodological approach enables me to examine and understand two
different social and cultural complex experiences of applied theatre in peacebuilding processes,
underlining the shared elements and the differences.

By utilising the already mentioned framework, the chapter explores the case studies selected and
their analysis (4.1, 4.2). The following section (4.3) focuses on the results of the case studies’
analysis, highlighting the connections and suggestions arisen by the two case studies.

3.1

Peace Dialogue – Armenia - Let’s see… Let’s choose… Let’s change…

Peace Dialogue (PD) is an Armenian NGO registered in Armenia in 200929. It brings together
different peace and civil activists from Armenia, Russia, Georgia, and Germany. Its mission is to
support the active participation of civil society in the processes of peaceful conflict resolution and
promotion of respectful dialogue among members of conflicting societies, with the long-term aim of
contributing to peaceful regulation and prevention of new conflicts.

3.1.1

Conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan on Nagorno-Karabakh

The state-formation conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh exploded during the 1990s after the collapse of
Soviet Union. The former USSR, Azerbaijan and Armenia were involved in competing claims
regarding the status of the Nagorno-Karabakh area. However, during the last two decades,
29

For further information the official website of Peace Dialogue NGO is www.peacedialogue.am
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internally displaced persons, competing territorial claims, refugees, and responsibility for atrocities
during the armed phase of the conflict have increased the complexity of the situation. The conflict
has deep historical roots and violence has erupted at different times during its existence. Before the
Ottoman Empire's capitulation, the Russian Imperial Empire collapsed in November 1917 and fell
under the control of the Bolsheviks. The three Caucasian nations of Armenia, Azerbaijan and
Georgia, previously under the rule of the Russians, declared the formation of the Transcaucasian
Federation, which dissolved only after a short period of existence.
The Nagorno-Karabakh area was claimed by the Armenians, since they composed the 98% of
population. However, also the Azerbaijan claimed the territory of Nagorno-Karabakh for its
strategic position. In 1923, Stalin founded the Autonomous Oblast of Nagorno-Karabakh, under the
control of Azerbaijan. During the period of 1917-1991, when the region of Nagorno-Karabakh
formed part of the USSR, there were several eruptions of conflict and violence, always nullified by
the central powers.
The issue violently erupted in 1991, also with the ideological and material support of the Armenians
in Armenia. After unilaterally proclaiming itself a republic, on 28 December 1991 NagornoKarabakh held parliamentary elections. In January 1992, the first violence between the selfproclaimed Nagorno-Karabakh republic and the Azerbaijani government broke out. Tensions
escalated and led to intensive fighting and ethnic cleansing (Svensson, 2009). There have been
between 10,000–20,000 deaths and almost 1.5 million have been internally displaced in the wake of
the most recent conflict.
Since 1993 there have been peace negotiations under the aegis of Minsk Group30.

Figure 10: map of Nagorno-Karabakh in Caucasus region
The OSCE Minsk Group was created in 1992 by the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE, now Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe - OSCE) to encourage a peaceful, negotiated resolution to the conflict between Azerbaijan and
Armenia over Nagorno-Karabakh. The Minsk Group is headed by a co-chairmanship consisting of France, Russia and the United States.
Furthermore, the Minsk Group also includes the following participating states: Belarus, Germany, Italy, Portugal, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Finland, Turkey as well as Armenia and Azerbaijan
30

The actual situation in Nagorno-Karabakh is still fragile and conflictual, although there has been a
ceasefire in 1994; several international actors are still involved in mediation processes in the area.
Since the 1990s, ordinary people on both sides have had little contact with each other and an entire
generation has grown up knowing almost nothing about the other. The project of Peace Dialogue is
collocated in this complex context with the aim to involve powerful stakeholders on all sides of the
conflict, to positively influence public opinion and to activate a constructive process of dialogue and
peacebuilding among different groups.

3.1.2

Let’s see... Let’s choose... Let’s change

In 2011 Peace Dialogue launched the project, Let’s see...Let’s choose...Let’s change...(LSLCLC). The
project is placed within the framework of the Peace Dialogue’s three-year youth strategy See Who We
Are, Choose Who We Want To Be. Young women and men from regions directly involved in the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict form the project’s target group. The aim of the project is to attract,
motivate and enable young people to become actively involved in peaceful developments and
nonviolent ways of conflict transformation in their communities, countries and throughout the
entire region in conflict. The techniques used during the implementation of the project were based
on the methodologies of Augusto Boal and Paulo Freire. These methodologies were also informed
by the educational peace work previously done by Peace Dialogue’s staff in Armenia, and by the
external contribution of international and Caucasian partners.
The data that I used in my analysis come from different sources: the official website of PD, the
websites of the project partners Owen NGO31 and Zivik32, the videos available on the web, and a
informal interview with the director Mr Edgar Khachatryan33.
Participants
During the first year, the project involved a group of 25 young people from Vanadzor34. The
participants were not strictly selected. As they were previously known to the Peace Dialogue NGO,
thanks to initiatives already completed and/or to informal networks already activated. During the
second and third years of the project, parallel participant communities in Azerbaijan, Armenia and
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http://www.owen-berlin.de/
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http://www.ifa.de/en/funding/zivik-civil-conflict-resolution.html
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I contacted Mr Khachatryan via e-mail, posing to him several addressed questions about the project.

Vanadzor, the capital of the Lori Province, is the third largest city of Armenia; it is 128 km north of Yerevan and 64 km east of Gyumri.
According to the GeoNames geographical database (http://www.geonames.org, 2010) the population of Vanadzor is 101.098.
34
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Nagorno-Karabakh were involved. They worked together and remotely, and met together in
Georgia for three separate workshops.

The criteria and the dilemma suggested by Hannah Reich around the selection of participants and
sites, are a subject of interest in the Peace Dialogue’s project. Initially the participants were already
known by the organisers, however during the implementation of the project other young people
were to be involved, because of the interest raised by the project itself in the community of
Vanadzor. Moreover, during 2012 and 2013 the young people of Vanadzor have had the
opportunity to meet the young people from Azerbaijan and Nagorno-Karabakh, realizing the
balance of differences above mentioned by Hannah Reich. Lastly, the choice to organize the
meetings in Georgia was a successful idea, in order to create a neutral and impartial place where it
was possible to begin work on suspension of judgment, thus illustrating the importance of the
environment and setting.
Modules of conflict management training
Within the broad project Let’s see...Let’s choose...Let’s change... applied theatre training has been
organized with a combination of conflict management sessions. This combination has been mostly
based around the theories of Paulo Freire and Augusto Boal, and specifically through the
methodologies of Forum Theatre and Newspaper Theatre. However, Peace Dialogue has been
developing an original methodology called History Theatre. According to Peace Dialogue’s website:

“In 2013 Peace Dialogue intends to launch a new experiment based on past
accomplishments stemming from the interest of the youth involved in the Theatre of the
Oppressed and their curiosity towards creative means of self expression (video
materials, animated cartoons, and public performances). By empowering the youth in
making documentary films and interactive theatre, the organization will allow them to
tell their own stories about the world they live in and, thus, construct their own
collective memories”(13th of April 2013).

The combination of mediation and conflict management modules with applied theatre
trainings is also developed in several techniques, conceived and used by the international
trainers’ team of Peace Dialogue. One of these techniques is called humanizing conflict. Its aim is
to provide a space where participants can openly discuss and observe more controversial

issues, without hiding the sensitive ones. Mr Edgar Khachatryan, Director of Peace Dialogue
NGO, explains such technique with the following words:

“This is when you talk about the impact of conflicts on a concrete person’s life. So we, in
a way, focus the participants’ attention towards concrete stories. When we talk about
war in fact, we talk about certain people’s lives, it can be somebody’s husband or son. In
this way, we explain to the participants that when they talk about, for instance, their
strong army and military solutions of the issues discussed, they should take into
consideration that they decide on behalf of other people”.

Another technique which combines mediation and applied theatre is

“(...) to form among the participants an individual perspective towards the things that
they discuss instead of abstract ideas. In this way, the participants can express how their
ideas directly affect them. Instead of talking about some random number of refugees or
people who died, concrete people talk about their own experience. In this case, they talk
on behalf of themselves, not of some unknown people. Thus, they reach a better
relationship within the group through empathy”.

The innovative approach proposed and developed by Peace Dialogue is concretely implemented
through the opportunity to have

“ ’spaces’ that young women and men can use to discover themselves and their own
relationships to the world, to think about and discuss their discoveries openly and
critically, to find out what they want to change in their immediate life world,
communities, and societies, and to discover how they can make these changes through
their own actions”35

It seems that in these approaches also shared space of leisure times are inserted.

From the website of Owen - Mobile Academy for Gender Democracy and Peacebuilding, German partner of Peace Dialogue NGO
http://www.owen-berlin.de/
35
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The art of telling
In Let’s See… Let’s Choose…Let’s Change… project real-life stories are used as subject of applied
theatre and conflict management sessions, overall through the techniques above mentioned. For
those reasons of depending on the participants’ background and experience, and by depending of
different contexts, the discussion of the same topic changes.
Performance phase – choice of places, the role of joker/facilitator
During the project LSLCLC the choice of places for public presentation was carefully taken into
consideration. For example, Peace Dialogue organized meetings with Azerbaijan and Karabakhi
participants in Georgia, so that all participants could attend. Moreover the choice of Georgia proves
an attempt of preserve a peaceful, neutral and impartial atmosphere where the complex
interrelation among participants is permitted and safeguarded. When participants come together
from different conflicting contexts, the joint meetings’ dynamics are not very simple. In these
meetings the facilitators’ role and techniques are crucial.
Another example of how places’ choice influence performances’ implementation is regarding the
activity called Fair Court. It is a court trial simulation that addresses the controversial issue of the
interdependent relationship between human rights and security, by using the Armenian Army as
the subject during the performance. When the simulation was held in border areas, the audience’s
reaction was more touched by the security issue. “It seems that they could allow violence if this
violence brings fake security”. Instead, when the performance was proposed in a region far from
the borders, the collective attention was more focused on the human right issue.
Trainer’s team
The team of trainers involved in LSLCLC is international and interdisciplinary. In fact some of the
trainers are ordinary staff in Peace Dialogue NGO, whilst others come from the German NGO Owen,
partner in the project. Moreover, for the project LSLCLC, Peace Dialogue has been collaborating with
the international peace network Omnibus1325, which held together peace and human rights activists
from different countries such as: Abkazia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Dagestan, Georgia, North Ossetia,
Kabardino-Balkaria, Chechnya, Rostov region, Nagorno-Karabakh, Germany.
Conception and implementation of the project
The most innovative feature of the project LSLCLC was the process of implementation. In fact, the
young people were totally involved in the implementation. From the analysis of context to the
definition of the ideas and the details for particular activities, the participants were involved as

active stakeholders in defining all decisions; its addressees themselves have defined LSLCLC in
itinere. This way to manage the project reflects the idea of the Complex Circle of Schininà. Theatre
was not chosen as preconceived activity, but it was the tool how to lead the decision making
process. Theatre became an interactive access to other forms of dialogue, creativity and expression,
as well sport, painting, video, dance, and so on. Essentially put, the participatory structure of the
project testimonies the realization of the Complex Circle.

3.2

Search for Common Ground – Participatory Land Theatre – Rwanda

Search for Common Ground (SFCG) is an American NGO founded in 1982 that implements projects in
more than 30 different countries in the world. Its aim is to transform the way that the world deals
with conflict: from adversarial approaches towards collaborative problem solving. SFCG uses a
multi-faceted approach, employing media initiatives and working with local partners in
government and civil society. Its strategy is to find culturally appropriate means to strengthen
societies' capacity and to deal constructively with conflicts.

3.2.1

Ethnic Conflict in Rwanda and land issues

The ethnic conflict in Rwanda was increasingly stimulated during the colonial period under the
German and Belgian dominations (1890 – 1962). Before, the differences between Hutu and Tutsi
ethnic groups were almost inexistent. They spoke the same language, shared many traditions and
customs, they were intermarried, and lived together unsegregated. During precolonial period they
were distinguished inly by occupational status: Hutu (85% of population) were farmers and Tutsi
(12% of population)36 were cattle herders. During almost one century, Germans and Belgians had
indirectly favoured the Tutsi group, against the Hutu group. Slowly a contrast between the two
groups arose, during the colonial period. The Hutu fed a revenge feeling, mixed with an inferiority
complex. The colonial period officially ended in the region due to the Hutu movement of liberation,
and Rwanda was declared independent on 1 July 1962. After independence, the conflict between the
two groups erupted in several violent explosions. It also made the relations with the neighbouring
countries of Burundi, Zaire and Uganda more difficult. The conflict continued for almost thirty
years, with alternate and reciprocal incidents of violence. In 1994, the conflict erupted into one of

36

3% of Rwanda population was formed by Twa.
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genocide the world has witnessed since World War II: within a period of only three months over
750,000 Tutsi and between 10,000 to 30,000 Hutu had been killed.

Figure 11: Political Map of Rwanda

During the last two decades, the process of reconciliation and reconstruction of the Rwandan
society has yielded important results. However, a few problems that predated the peak of violence
in 1994 are still tense issues in the country. Specifically, the issues of land scarcity and high
population density37 affect Rwandan society. Rwanda is mostly an agrarian society, with 90% of
population engaged in agricultural activities. But during the last few years, its arable lands had
been divided into ever-smaller plots of land, which are not sufficient to support the population in
the long term.
The land issue also comprises of a demographic aspect: the population is manly composed by
young people38. And after 1994, among the 300,000 survivors39 from the genocide, a high percentage
of widows40 was registered.
In 1999, a law was promulgated in order to protect the widows’ right to inherit land in their
families. Furthermore, the law, affirming: “all children, without distinction between girls and boys,
alive or where deceased before parents their descendants, excluding those banished due to

37

In 2011 the population registered was almost 11 million, in an area of almost 25.600 km2, the size of the Italian region Piemonte.
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According to World Bank, 43% of population in 2011 was under the age of fourteen.

According to the National Statistics Institute of Rwanda, survivor is defined as “a person who was wanted between October 1990 and
December 1994 because of their ethnic or political affiliation”.
39

40

Almost 16% of survivors.

misconduct or ingratitude, have a right to the partition made by their ascendants”41, attempted to
defend the children’s right to inherit lands and properties.
The implementation of this law has met resistances into the Rwandan society, due to the culture
over female inheritance, and to the complicated process of dividing and allocating land. Conflict
over land is an issue that will continue to stress Rwandan society, as its population grows. It
requires peaceful and effective community-level mediation and management.
In the context of land inheritance issues, the work of Search for Common Ground is to support the
law’s implementation and to facilitate a two-side process of understanding between local
population and authorities. In fact, there are many Rwandans in rural areas unaware of their land
rights, as well there are local authorities which often do not possess the skills or motivation to
mediate such conflicts.

3.2.2

Participatory Theatre in Rwanda

Search for Common Ground began working in Rwanda in 2008 in collaboration with local
organizations to build peace both nationally and regionally. The organization’s work in Rwanda
has two main objectives: to promote constructive and collaborative dialogue within Rwanda and in
the broader Great Lakes region, and to reinforce regional and national media capacity to address
conflict issues with accuracy, impartiality, and responsibility. Between 2008 and 2011 several
initiatives have been organized to implement the peacebuilding process at the grassroots level, and
specifically to manage the different conflicts affected in the local communities. Among these
initiatives, SFCG has been planning and producing training workshops with local leaders and
mediators, radio programs on issues of contention, and participatory theatre with the aim to reach
more rural audiences.

SFCG developed and applied two different methods of participatory theatre in Rwanda: the first
one is based on the classical approach of SFCG offices, also declared in the Participatory Theatre for
Conflict Transformation Training Manual, published online in 2005; the second one is a method
specially designed for Rwanda’s unique political conditions. The first step in both methods is to
train local actors in the Common Ground approach to theatrical performance, which included
interaction with spectators. They are also trained in techniques of conflict management. This
training aims to reinforce the local capacity for peacebuilding and to encourage the participants to
41

Article 43 of law 22/99
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use autonomously these techniques. SFCG implemented a project of participatory theatre in the
Karongi district, involving the local mediators and the professional actors already in contact with
SFCG.

The data that I used in my analysis come from different sources: the official website of SFCG, the
handbook realized by SFCG which resumes the tools and strategies developed during their long
experience in the field, and the paper written by Sydney Smith and Elise Webb in 2011.
Unfortunately, even if I contacted the project manager of Participatory Theatre in Rwanda, I have not
yet received any reply to my questions.
Participants
In the project developed in the Karongi district it is possible to identify three different participants
involved. Firstly, there are the professional actors who are trained in the classical approach
developed by SFCG, which combines theatre tools with mediation training. They come from urban
area, so they are not personally involved in the issues that are the subjects of the plays. Secondly,
there are the abunzi, local traditional mediators, who attend the conflict mediation training and are
involved in the performances as audience members. Lastly, there are the local people, which are
involved during the workshop phase through interviews and in the performance phase as spectactors.

The choice of participants seems have a different relevance in the project of Participatory Theatre in
Rwanda. The professional actors are in contact with Search For Common Ground. Regarding the
abunzi, according to the paper of Smith and Webb “none of (them) were from the community where
the theatre was performed”(Smith and Webb, 2011:77). It seems like no criteria was followed or
chosen for the selection process.
Modules of conflict management training
The approach developed by SFCG is explicitly based on the insertion of modules of conflict
transformation training during the workshop phase. In the Training Manual, there is a session
entirely dedicated to compare conflict analysis in theatrical performance. The three-shared features
interest, position and transformation are examined in order to develop two important skills:

“First, before performance, we must clearly understand and be able to articulate the
differences between our characters positions and interests. Then, during the

performance, we must know how to actively embody these two levels so as to make the
difference between them visible to the audience”(SFCG, 2005:30).

The art of telling
In Participatory Theatre in Rwanda, the actors personally collected real-life stories from the local
people, by using the techniques and the attitudes suggested in the Training Manual. Their first aim
is to understand the community in a way that will allow them to create a true portrait. After the
interviews among the population, the actors exchange their experiences, share all the information
collected and select the proper conflict that will be the object of the scenario they will develop. For
the Karongi project the actors fashion a show with three to five scenes based on the information
about conflicts gathered from the various individuals.
Performance phase – choice of places, the role of joker/facilitator
In the Training Manual of SFCG, there is an entire session dedicated to the choice of Performance
Location. Specifically, the place and the arrangement of it assume an important role according to the
final objectives of the performance. Furthermore, it is crucial that the security issues have been
taken into account:

“It is important to inform the local authorities and ensure that your company has
permission to perform in public. This is important in the sense that your troupe could
arrive in a community without knowing that there are tensions and insecurity”
(SFCG, 2005:34)

For SFCG the facilitator has to be trained in conflict transformation, and able to train his actors
to the same skills and qualities. This requirement confirms the feature suggested by Hannah
Reich during the performance phase.
Trainers team
Neither in the paper of Sydney and Webb, nor in the Training Manual of SFCG, did I find
information regarding the opportunity to implement an interdisciplinary team of trainers.
However, by reading the Training Manual, it is possible to foresee that a multilayer approach is
required in order to deal with the complexity of conflict realm.
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Conception and implementation of the project
The project is conceived a priori according to the goal and/or theme of the mission in which the
group is involved. The implementation of the project is already structured, based overall on the
directions from the SFCG Training Manual.

3.3

Discussion of Results

By using the analysis of the case studies above presented, it is necessary to discuss some features
that emerge as essential concepts. I do not assume them as essential elements of applied theatre in
conflict transformation, but I try to understand their different roles played in two different contexts
as well the ones of Peace Dialogue and Search for Common Ground.
Conflict/issue faced – aim - Participants
In Peace Dialogue’s project the core issue concerns the general situation in Nagorno-Karabakh, and
the potential role played by the young people from different regions in order to bring change and
peace. In the Search for Common Ground project the conflict issue is related with a narrow problem:
the land inheritance in Rwanda, and the need to provide to the people proper tools to understand
and deal with the situation.
The dissimilar features in the two cases demand that adequate kinds of stakeholders have to be
involved directly in the process. In Rwanda professional actors are involved, in Armenia “lay
persons”. The choice of professional actors in Rwanda is a way to create a distance from a hard
issue, without provoking further complication amongst local people. At the same it is an
opportunity for the community members to share their stories of conflict with a third neutral and
impartial party not involved in the community dynamics. Furthermore, the community has the
chance to be engaged in the forum discussion, without risking to be labelled, or accused. However,
choosing professional actors could cause other problems. For example, there could be an initial
mistrust or reluctance among community members to tell their stories, due to the fear that their
perspectives might be misrepresented or misinterpreted.
Furthermore, the specific aims are different. In the case of Rwanda, the specific aim is to reduce the
incidence of interpersonal conflicts around land inheritance, and to improve the relationship
between people and the authorities, included abunzi. For the Peace Dialogue’s project is to encourage
and improve the involvement of young people in civic issues, and peaceful activities. It is more a
peace education project than a conflict management project.

Traditional mediators
The role of traditional mediators is an aspect that it would be explored much more. By analysing the
paper by Smith and Webb (2011) it seems that abunzi are too affected by corruption and ignorance,
or more generally by a lack of impartiality concerning local issues. It could be interesting to explore
how to implement a mediation session with abunzi, by considering their expertise without trying to
impose a Western/Nordic approach.
Modules of conflict management training - Trainers team
In both the case studies the insertion of modules of conflict training is explicitly expected, and it
seems fit properly in the context of applied theatre.
Hannah Reich suggests that “artists and conflict managers live in different professional cultures,
employing (…) different attitudes, perspective and guiding norms towards creative processes” and
thanks to these differences “honest collaboration between the two fields can be very
enriching”(Reich, 2012:13). However, in my opinion, instead of highlighting the differences between
these worlds, it could be preferred to define the common points. Thus, designing the entire project
of applied theatre for conflict transformation, by starting from shared positions, it is possible to
build a combined mixed framework that would involve, at the same time, theatre and mediation
tools. To realize this framework, an interdisciplinary team is necessary, as well a way of
teaching/learning that would follow the interdisciplinary nature of conflict management. In this
framework, the dialogical approach suggested by Guglielmo Schininà, among trainers and with the
participants, is strongly required.
The art of telling
The telling of stories in mediation and conflict transformation assumes a significant role of
discovery the others’ point of view. For applied theatre context it is a quite common feature (and in
classical theatre too). In both of the case studies the local narratives constitute the essential starting
element.
Performance phase – choice of places
The different places and contexts influence visibly the different implementation of projects.
Conception and implementation of the project
In the LSLCLC project the participatory process realizes the Complex Circle of Schininà. Participants
are involved in a dialogical peer to peer, their appropriation of the decisional process allow them to
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deal with Nagorno-Karabakh issue personally and collectively. In their experience, theatre is
explore as a creative and complete tool, which involves visual arts, music, dance, writing.

CONCLUSIONS
I had the pleasure to attend the 17th WIDER Annual Lecture, held on 19 of September 2013 in
Helsinki, Finland42. The lecture was delivered by the tenth President of Finland and Nobel Peace
Prize Laureate Martti Ahtisaari who explored the role egalitarian principles can play in conflict
resolution, peacebuilding and development. The key role of equity was strongly underlined during
the lecture and the following panel discussion, as a basic element to implement a process towards to
a positive peace.
A clear opinion was shared among the panellists that in order to build a positive and lasting peace,
first we should create the conditions of access to rights, starting by fulfilling basic needs and
fundamental rights: food, education and health. This simple and clear idea is well connected with
the fundamental factors of ‘capabilities and entitlements’, strongly presented and discussed by
Amartya Sen who introduced Martti Ahtisaari’s lecture with a video message.

As President Ahtisaari brilliantly stressed this need is not only a Southern or “Third World” need,
but it also a problem affected by several Western, Nordic and developed Countries (and what about
the corruption’s and justice’s issues in Italy, for instance?). However, in any case to realize equity it
is necessary to implement strategies and laws conceived at the Top Leadership level, with the
Grassroots Leadership level, through the Middle-Range Leadership level, trying to listen and
involve all the views and positions, with a multifaceted approach combining all of the levels. In that
framework, applied theatre combined with mediation skills is a powerful tool to spread around world.

“Each year, the United Nations University World Institute for Development Economics Research (UNU-WIDER) hosts the WIDER
Annual Lecture, which is delivered by an eminent scholar or policy maker who has made a significant contribution in the field of
economics of development and transition” from the official website of the UNU WIDER.
42
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The investigation that I conducted during the last months, and the analysis of the two case studies
selected allowed me to consider applied theatre experiences with conflict transformation sessions in
war torn communities. My research was focused on the role of theater as a craft of conflict
transformation and peacebuilding in post-war contexts. In choosing the term craft, I was inspired by
Hannah Reich, who says:

“In interactive theatre, the separating line signifies the difference between the two spaces
and makes use of the qualities deriving from that, without marking the people
inhabiting the two sections as essentially different, since the spectators also move onto
the stage. Due to this exchange of spect-actors, the Boalian aesthetic space becomes very
interesting for the craft of conflict transformation” (Reich, 2012:7)

As a first step, I built an interdisciplinary framework (Chapter 1) that allowed me to analyze the
already done experiences in the field, underlining the recurrent characteristics and the differences.
Due to the conducted analysis, I could also draw few conclusions about the project conception. The
field works and the theoretical contributions of Hannah Reich, Guglielmo Schininà and John Paul
Lederach, with the theories of Johan Galtung and Pat Patfoort, were critically examined, and they
constituted the basis of my framework.

In the Chapter 2 I identified several case studies that allowed me to validate the developed model. I
firstly surveyed the case studies, choosing the ones already carried out or still on going. Then, I
analyzed them through the criteria derived from the theoretical framework, especially from the
work of Hannah Reich. These criteria have proved to be very restrictive to the point that I could
select only two of the many case studies identified: the project Let's see... Let's choose... Let's change...
realized by the Armenian NGO Peace Dialogue, and the project of participatory theatre of the
American NGO Search for Common Ground.

The two case studies (Chapter 3) were critically analyzed in order to verify and propose an
hypothesis for the elaboration, planning and implementation of medium/long term projects of
applied theater with training sessions in conflict transformation within peacebuilding processes .

Several conclusions can be drawn from the work reported in this thesis.

Firstly, the approach in the implementation of such experiences should be not predetermined,
rather it should be managed with the real collaboration of the communities themselves. The
LSLCLC project was deeply participatory. Peace Dialogue NGO, by making the young people in the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict responsible, was able to start a sustainable project of peace education:
ownership is a pre-condition of sustainability.

Secondly, a delicate issue that arose from the investigation is the evaluation. How is it possible to
design a proper evaluation phase, with appropriate and useful indicators? Again, participation
plays a key role also in evaluation. For example, in her innovative structure Hannah Reich proposes
a conclusive phase of “follow-up”. In the pattern proposed by the German researcher this phase is
dedicated to “other activities”. Instead, it could be organized with more details, similar to a second
workshop phase. The aim of the follow-up phase should be about reflecting about what happened
during the previous moments, to improve the processes thought the project duration. The tools
used during the evaluation phase should be different (autobiography, drawing, monologues,
writing, singing, etc…), according with the needs and resonances of each participant. This phase
should be conceived after the performance phase, in order to create distance, which would enable
the participants to see the entire project, and the processes with a lucid and “not too involved” point
of view. The central issue of this collective reflection should be, for example, the four disciplines of
Moral Imagination without creating taboos or avoiding mentioning the disappointments arisen
during the process.

Thirdly, the need for interdisciplinarity during all of the processes has to be emphasized, from the
conception, to the implementation, to the follow-up phase. A multidisciplinary team of trainers is
needed in order to work in an interdisciplinary way, using a dialectic and nonviolent
communication, and with a deep active – and activated – listening. I call them theatre peace
facilitators, professional trainer in applied theatre and conflict transformation who have the ability to
share different specialization within the same complex situation.
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There are, obviously, several open questions that I would like to explore for further investigations.
Here I mention the most recurrent ones.

Concerning to the evaluation sessions, I wonder how much does the donors’ role affect the
evaluation. This problem emerges from the propaganda style of writing the final reports of many
projects. Strengths and positive results are usually underlined, while weaknesses or difficulties
ignored.

Secondly, an issue concerns the role of external experts in local communities. Which kind of effects
there are when they come to a War Torn Community proposing training on Applied Theatre and
Mediation? Which kind of processes do they are activate during the learning/teaching practice?
What are the strengths and weaknesses on the “competences’ transfer”? Are there some differences
if the facilitator/mediator involved into an Applied Theatre project comes from the community,
which is the beneficiary of the project?

I hope I will have the opportunity both to deepen these questions, and to explore new possibilities
in the realm of applied theatre for conflict transformation.
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INTERNET WEBSITES

Acting Together on the World Stage: Performance and Creative Transformation of Conflict www.actingtogether.org/
Afghanistan Human Rights and Democracy Organization – www.ahrdo.org
Amani's People Theatre - www.aptkenya.org/
Beyond Intractability: a free knowledge base on more constructive approaches to destructive conflict –
www.beyondintractability.org
Berghof Foundation - www.berghof-conflictresearch.org/
Bond Street Theatre - www.bondst.org
Center for Peacebuilding – www.unvocim.net
DOEN Culture Program - www.doenculture.com/
European Peace Research Association - www.euprapeace.org/eupra/
GeoNames - www.geonames.org/
Ifa - www.ifa.de/en/funding/zivik-civil-conflict-resolution.html
Imagination Action – www.imaginaction.org - thebelfastdiaries.wordpress.com/diary/
In Place of War - www.inplaceofwar.com
International Centre for Transitional Justice – www.ictj.org
International Organization for Migration - www.iom.int
International Peace Research Association - www.ipra-peace.com/
Nu Gender and Excellence – nugenderandexcellence.wordpress.com
Owen - Mobile Academy for Gender Democracy and Peacebuilding - www.owen-berlin.de/
Peace Dialogue NGO - www.peacedialogue.am
Search for Common Ground - www.sfcg.org/
Strategies for Change - www.sfchange.com
Theatre for Development Center - www.tfdc-ng.org
UNESCO – www.unesco.org
University of Brandeis - www.brandeis.edu.gov

